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Abstract
Solution Self-Assembly of Sequence Specific Biomimetic Polymers

By
Hannah Murnen

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley

Professor Rachel A. Segalman, Chair

Biological molecules, such as polypeptides, form the basis for most of life’s functions. These simple linear polymers made up of only 20 amino acids can fold to form complex and intricate structures that span several length scales. The structures that arise from these molecules stem from their high level of molecular control. Each molecule is an exact sequence with complete monodispersity. From this angstrom level of control, micron scale structures can be assembled. This process is one of the most studied in the history of science, but due to the diversity of amino acids and potential interactions, it is still nearly impossible for scientists to look at a peptide sequence and predict a folded structure. Likewise, it is very difficult to choose a desired structure for a particular function and reverse engineer the linear sequence that will provide that structure. Therefore, there is the need for simplified systems to understand the interactions involved in protein folding and to begin to build the knowledge necessary for engineering similar types of functional structures.

This thesis uses sequence specific biomimetic polymers, namely polypeptoids or poly N-substituted glycines, to fundamentally probe the chain conformation and assembly properties of sequence specific polymers. Polypeptoids or N-substituted glycines, are sequence specific biomimetic chains that have the same backbone as polypeptides. However, rather than the side chain being attached through the alpha carbon, it is attached to the backbone nitrogen. This chemical alteration has several implications for the system including the elimination of backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality. This chemical alteration yields a more flexible and tunable chain where intramolecular interactions can be modulated by the introduction of different side chains. In addition, the synthesis of polypeptoids is a simple two step submonomer addition that uses a primary amine as the submonomer. This results in a very high yield synthesis with virtually limitless possibilities for side chains due to the commercial availability of a wide variety of primary amines.

Using this modular system, my thesis focuses on understanding the solution self assembly of a sequence specific biomimetic polymer. Much of the work has focused on understanding the single chain conformation and collapse of polypeptoids in order to apply this information to larger self assembly systems. The persistence lengths of several polypeptoids have been measured including those containing secondary structure or ionic groups in order to understand the effect of these factors on the chain conformation. Additionally, the collapse or folding of a single polypeptoid chain into a globule structure is discussed. The impact of monomer sequence...
on this collapse was investigated and shown to have an important effect both on the coil to globule transition as well as the resulting globule structure. Finally, a hierarchical super helix formed through the assembly of an amphiphilic diblock copolypeptoid is discussed. Using chemical modifications coupled with x-ray scattering, the super structure was shown to include ordering stemming from the angstrom level packing of molecules all the way up to the micron scale diameter of the helix.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Biological molecules, such as polypeptides or DNA, form the basis for most of life’s functions. In the case of polypeptides, these very simple polymers made up of a linear combination of only 20 amino acids can fold to form complex and intricate structures that span several length scales. These sophisticated structures stem from the high level of molecular control present in the polypeptide system. Each molecule is an exact sequence with complete monodispersity. From this angstrom level of control, micron scale structures can be assembled. Due to the diversity of amino acids and potential interactions, it is still a hard task for scientists to take a peptide sequence and predict a folded structure. Likewise, it is very difficult to choose a desired structure for a particular function and reverse engineer the linear sequence that will provide that structure. Therefore, there is the need for simplified systems to understand the interactions involved in protein folding and to build the knowledge necessary for engineering similar types of functional structures.

In this work, simplified biomimetic polymers, poly N-substituted glycines, or polypeptoids are used to probe the solution assembly of sequence specific polymers. Starting from the very smallest length scale, the persistence length and single chain conformations of various polypeptoids are probed. This understanding is used to develop a hierarchical micron-sized super helix comprised of a simple amphiphilic polypeptoid diblock.

1.1 Complexities of Macromolecular Self-Assembly

The self-assembly of macromolecules can be incredibly complex due to the many different forces at play. In addition to atomistic level interactions such as ionic or hydrophobic forces, the situation is complicated by the fact that atoms are connected together in long chains leading to entropic considerations as well. In the case of biological macromolecules, the incorporation of many different monomers adds more interactions that can drive self-assembly. Due to this complexity, predicting the assembly of these biological molecules is still an unsolved problem. In general, understanding the fundamental behavior of macromolecules at small length scales can lead to further understanding about how large scale assemblies occur and how scientists can control that assembly.

1.1.1 Single chain folding and conformations

The behavior of a chain in solution depends on many variables such as the length of the polymer and the interactions of the chain components, both with themselves and with the solvent. It is not straightforward to describe the conformation of a chain in 3-dimensional space and thus, several measurable parameters (illustrated in Figure 1.1) are needed. The end to end distance R, is simply the distance between two ends of a polymer while the radius of gyration, $R_g$, another measure of chain size, is an average of the distance from the center of mass of a polymer to each segment of the chain (Figure 1.1a). The persistence length, $L_p$, is a measure of how stiff a polymer is. The larger the $L_p$ is, the more the polymer behaves like a stiff rod, rather than a cooked piece of spaghetti (Figure 1.1b). The $R_h$, or hydrodynamic radius, is determined by measuring the diffusion of the polymer through a solvent with viscosity, $\eta$, and then using Stokes-Einstein relationship (below) to calculate a hydrodynamic radius. The $R_h$ is an indirect measurement of size and due to the fact that the Stokes Einstein relationship assumes a sphere, it is not directly related to a physical dimension of a polymer.
\[ D = \frac{kT}{6\pi\eta R_h} \]

All of these measures help to express how the polymer is arranged in a particular solution and are useful in understanding how several chains would interact with each other.

Much of the work in understanding polymer conformation has started from basic synthetic polymers where the arrangements in solution tend to be simple because there are only a few types of monomers. In comparison to biological molecules, synthetic polymers are relatively well understood in terms of chain conformation and self-assembly properties in solution. Numerous studies have considered the simplest case where the polymer is dissolved in a theta solvent where the interactions between the monomers and solvent are essentially equal\(^1,^2\). In this regime, the polymer has a random walk behavior such that each segment of the polymer is randomly located in 3 dimensional space next to the previous segment. This is known as a Gaussian coil conformation. In this regime, the persistence length is low and the polymer has predictable scaling relationships between the chain dimensions and the molecular length of the polymer. For example, the end to end distance of a polymer, \(R\), can be shown both theoretically\(^3\) and experimentally\(^4\) to scale as \(N^{1/2}\) where \(N\) is the number of monomers in the chain. These scaling relationships can change for polymers who adopt a rigid conformation, such as those containing conjugation in their backbone or those residing in a secondary structure such as an alpha helix. In this case, the \(L_p\) is much larger and \(R\) scales linearly with \(N\). Understanding these scaling relationships allows the prediction of polymer configurations based on the molecular structure of the polymer.

The single chain conformation of a polymer can also change as conditions change. For example, when a polymer is in a poor solvent where the interactions between the solvent and the polymer are unfavorable, the polymer might collapse into a globule (Figure 1.2). It is possible to change the interaction of the polymer with the solvent, and therefore the polymer conformation, by changing factors such as the temperature, pH, or even the solvent composition. Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide), or PNIPAM, holds particular interest in the study of these transitions, because in contrast to most polymers, it has a lower critical solution temperature such that if the temperature is increased, the solubility of the polymer in water decreases\(^5\). The transition from coil to globule can be probed through the measurement of \(R_g\) and \(R_h\) at various temperatures\(^6\). These measurements show the coil to globule transition occurring between 30ºC and 35ºC and there have been numerous studies probing the effect of comonomers\(^7,^8\) surfactants\(^9\) or different solvents\(^10\) on this transition. One can imagine that a polymer designed to collapse or unfold upon the introduction of a trigger would be ideal for applications such as drug delivery and chemical sensors.

Polymers with higher levels of sequence complexity such as biologically occurring polypeptides can have correspondingly higher levels of functionalities. The ability to understand and predict their self-assembly could therefore hold potential for designing synthetic mimics that can perform some of these same functions. However, understanding the single chain folding of sequence specific biopolymers such as polypeptides is inherently more difficult than synthetic homopolymers.
Figure 1.1. Illustration of the various parameters that define a polymer conformation. 
In (a) the radius of gyration ($R_g$) and the end to end to distance $R$, are demonstrated for a polymer chain. 
In (b), the persistence length is shown for both a flexible polymer with a relatively short $L_p$ and a rod-like polymer with a very large $L_p$.

Figure 1.2. Coil to globule transition of a polymer
A change in temperature, solvent or pH may trigger the collapse of the polymer by changing the interaction between the solvent and the polymer. The transition is usually reversible such that the polymer can unfold back into its coil state.
While the state of the art method for characterization of folded polypeptide structures is x-ray crystallography to obtain complete crystal structures, it is possible to gain a lot of information from simpler measurements of polymer conformation. For example, the persistence length of a polypeptide changes dramatically when it is in an unstructured conformation\(^{11-13}\) (<1 nm) versus when it is adopting a secondary structure such as an alpha helix\(^{14}\) (~200 nm). The R\(_g\) can also be used to probe the arrangement of a polypeptide. Semisotnov and coworkers looked at several different proteins and showed that in their native state, their R\(_g\)’s were significantly smaller than in the coil state due to the compact nature of the folded structure.\(^{15}\) Pollack and coworkers took this even further and tracked the folding of a protein in real-time by continually measuring the R\(_g\) using small angle x-ray scattering during the initiation of the folding process.\(^{16}\) While these types of measurements are far less detailed than the crystal structure of a folded protein, they provide insight into the fundamental configuration of the polypeptide.

Beyond the characterization of existing folded polypeptide structures, there has been a lot of work in both de novo protein design and ab initio protein structure prediction. Although these are difficult topics, much progress has been made in both areas. Starting in the late 1980s and early 1990s, progress was made on the ability to predict a protein structure from the polypeptide sequence primarily through the identification of sequence portions that were similar to solved protein structures.\(^{17-19}\) This type of method resulted in predictions that were accurate at best about 70% of the time.\(^{20}\) Many of these predictions focused on the packing of the core, usually a hydrophobic region at the center of a folded protein under the hypothesis that if the core was folded correctly, the structure would extend to the outer residues. These methods resulted in the prediction of folded helical bundle proteins and demonstrated the importance of hydrophobic forces in driving folding.\(^{21-23}\)

As computing power improved, molecular dynamics models such as CHARMM\(^{24}\) were developed to calculate the energy of a given protein structure and help to determine the most stable structure for a sequence. Recently David Baker’s group at University of Washington has developed a similar program entitled Rosetta to compute the energy of interactions between polypeptide pieces that is used to find the lowest energy conformation for a protein sequence.\(^{25}\) The game Fold-it uses Rosetta and allows people to manipulate polypeptide sequences to find the lowest energy conformation.\(^{27}\) It has been shown that people are often better than a computer at finding the lowest energy structure for a polypeptide and the goal of the game is to find the successful strategies used by human protein folders and teach them to computer protein folding programs. Other groups have employed similar computational methods,\(^{28, 29}\) but there are several limitations to such methods. The first is that while these methods can generally provide fairly good agreement with known structures (similar energy values for folded structures), they still have some inaccuracies in the exact placement of various amino acids.\(^{30}\) In addition, they require large amounts of computer power and can be very time intensive due to the large number of potential configurations. Therefore, there is still the need for improved understanding of polypeptide folding systems in order to provide better folding rules for the computer algorithms.

The previous paragraphs discussed taking a polypeptide sequence and finding what structure it will fold into. It would also be useful to be able to perform the opposite procedure and predict a polypeptide sequence that will give a desired structure. In this area, Steve Mayo and coworkers have been one of the most successful groups. Their approach uses computational methods that incorporate both theory and experimental testing.\(^{31, 32}\) In one example, they were able to predict a sequence that folds into a zinc finger protein from a combinatorial library of $1.9 \times 10^{27}$ possible
amino acid sequences. Several groups have developed similar techniques for design, but in general these types of calculations have comparable limitations to those of the previous paragraphs in that they require large amounts of computer power and still have limited precision. In order to decrease the computing power necessary to make these predictions, it is necessary to develop better rules for a computer to use as it performs the algorithms. One way to go about developing better rules is to improve our understanding of the self-assembly process. In any given polypeptide chain there may be many different monomers all contributing hydrophobic, electrostatic and steric interactions as well as the potential for backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality influences. Simplifying the number of interactions both by decreasing the types of monomers as well as simplifying the chemistry can provide opportunities for increased understanding. Further discussion (section 1.2) will probe this possibility through the use of simplified peptidomimetic polymer systems.

It is often desirable to design larger assemblies that incorporate multiple macromolecules. These types of supramolecular assemblies can provide functions ranging from artificial catalysis to filtration among many others. The next section will discuss the rules for designing the assembly of mesoscale structures from both synthetic and biological macromolecules.

1.1.2 Meso scale self-assembly

The patterning of polymers on both the nanoscale and mesoscale can be desirable for a wide range of applications from catalysis to membrane development. Reaching micron and larger dimensions requires assembly of multiple polymer chains where multiple monomer types can provide interactions to drive the assembly of larger structures. The simplest way to increase monomer types is to build a diblock copolymer where two types of monomers are connected in a block formation. In addition to interactions with the solvent, each of the monomers also has an interaction with the other monomer. This small increase in sequence complexity leads to much larger multi-chain assemblies in contrast to the single chain globules seen from homopolymers.

Amphiphilic diblocks are one of the most common systems designed to build supramolecular assemblies. In these systems, one of the blocks is hydrophilic while the other is hydrophobic. When the molecule is dissolved in aqueous solution, the hydrophobic block wants to isolate itself from the solution while the hydrophilic block wants to remain well dissolved. However, the two blocks are covalently connected forcing them to balance their enthalpic drive to segregate and the entropic penalty for stretching away from each other. Generally, these types of sequences can assemble into several different structures in solution including micelles, vesicles, bilayers, etc. The particular structure that is formed is related to many factors including the relative selectivity of the solvent for either block, the length of the polymer, and the volume fraction of each block.

As a demonstration of these principles, Eisenberg and coworkers have performed numerous experiments to understand the solution assembly of polystyrene-b-poly acrylic acid. In this system, the polystyrene is hydrophobic while the poly acrylic acid is hydrophilic. The relative block lengths and the solvent content (a mixture of water, tetrahydrofuran and dioxane) control whether the polymers assemble into vesicles, spherical micelles, or rod-like micelles. In order to generalize this phenomenon, Israelachvili developed a method to use the critical packing factor, which is related to the diblock copolymer shape, to predict what type of structure the molecule will assemble into. The critical packing factor, p, takes into account the volume of the hydrophobic block, v_h, the packing area of the polar block, a_p, and the length of the hydrophobic block, l_h. This is most commonly used for surfactants where the polar block can be thought of as
a head group and in this case the packing area is simply the cross sectional area of the head group.

\[ p = \frac{v_h}{a_p l_h} \]

This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.3 where the potential self-assembly structures are correlated with their respective packing factors. Using these types of theoretical predictions, it is clear that understanding the single chain configuration of a polymer is imperative in being able to design mesoscale structures using that polymer.

As seen in Figure 1.3, most of the structures assembled from block copolymers contain chains that are nonspecifically packed into tubes, spheres or bilayers. For some applications such as templating or tissue scaffolding, it may be necessary to obtain more hierarchical structures where order spans from the angstrom-scale packing of atoms up to the micron scale. For this, it is necessary to turn to more complex sequences that contain many monomers and therefore more interactions that can drive ordering of a much more specific nature. For example, numerous studies have focused on the naturally occurring polypeptide known to form amyloid fibrils. In these structures, the peptide forms anti-parallel β-sheet structures which then stack on top of each other to form fibrils. These fibrils show scattering peaks that correspond to spacings of 4.75 Å and 4.3 Å and yet the dimensions of the fibrils are on the micron scale. The monodispersity and sequence specificity of the molecule allows it to pack at many levels, leading to the hierarchical assembly across several length scales. In addition, because the sequence of the molecule is controllable, scientists can make known alterations to the sequence and see how those alterations change the overall structure. This tactic provides a good understanding of how each interaction contributes to the larger structure and how the molecule is arranged within the structure.

In addition to amyloid fibers, proteins have been shown to assemble into nanotubules, fibrils, and sheets that can span microns in size. As in the case of the amyloid fibrils, these structures are generally very hierarchical in nature and the exact monomer sequence has a large effect on the overall structure. In addition, because of the sequence specificity of polypeptides, it is possible to introduce functional moieties into the supramolecular structures at desired locations, leading to interesting functions. For example, protein nanotubes have been designed to contain a particular ligand binding site on their exterior allowing delivery of the tube to a desired location, perhaps for the purpose of drug delivery or chemical sensing. The ability to introduce these functional groups is a direct result of the molecular control available in the polypeptide system. Coupled with the hierarchical assembly, this makes polypeptide assembly a powerful tool. This is in contrast to synthetic systems where the polydispersity and non-specific interactions lead to systems with poor molecular control and therefore low levels of order.

However, polypeptide systems are inherently complex. Thus, while it is possible to take biologically occurring systems and tweak them for our needs, it is difficult to de novo design a sequence to assemble into a desired structure. Therefore scientists have looked to simplified systems to develop a set of assembly rules to allow the targeted design of sequences for particular structures and functions. The next section will discuss some of these bioinspired systems and what has been learned about their self assembly.
Figure 1.3. Israelachvili packing factors

The packing factor predicts what structure an amphiphile will assemble into based on its molecular shape. This figure is modified from reference 20.
1.2 Bioinspired Polymers and Self-Assembly

As discussed in the previous section, interesting mesoscale assembly can occur in the case of both sequence specific biological macromolecules as well as simpler synthetic polymers that have far less complicated sequences and interactions. However, the complexity of the mesoscale assembly is often tied to the complexity of the underlying polymer. Controlling and harnessing that complexity to build desired mesoscale structures is often difficult due to the many and sometimes competing interactions at play. Therefore, researchers have turned to systems that simplify various portions of biological polypeptides while still retaining some of the attributes of these biological polymers. These systems can either come in the form of a new type of chemistry such as beta-peptides or peptoids to name a few; or they can maintain the same chemistry, polypeptides, but use far simpler sequences such as block copolymers of polypeptides. Both of these types of bioinspired systems will be discussed here.

1.2.1 Synthetic polypeptides

Synthetic polypeptides often have simpler sequences leading to more predictable assembly properties than their natural analogs. One of the ways to create synthetic polypeptides is to take fragments of polypeptides that are known to direct assembly. This technique allows the development of materials that utilize the known assembly properties of a particular polypeptide piece while attempting to add new functionalities. For example, a beta-sheet forming fragment of 159 residues has been shown to assemble into a fibril structure which is then used to template an ordered array of gold nanoparticles. Surprisingly, the structure directing polypeptide piece can also be quite short. Thermoresponsive hydrogels can be synthesized through the use of polymers containing elastin-mimetic peptide fragments that are only 15 residues long. While fragments are a relatively easy way to harness some of the functionalities available to polypeptides, they do not always provide new information about why the molecules assemble as they do. A large area of research uses synthetic peptides with simplified sequences to probe the root causes of assembly.

The simplest class of synthetic polypeptides is homopolypeptides. Gallot and coworkers performed several studies in the 70s and 80s looking at the assembly of diblock copolymers containing polypeptide blocks showing that predominantly the block copolymers assembled into lamella structures in concentrated aqueous solutions. Building off of this previous work, Tim Deming’s group further developed the N-carboxyanhydride synthesis of these materials to allow the synthesis of non-sequence-specific low polydispersity homopolypeptides with large molecular weights and their corresponding block copolymers. They studied these block copolypeptides in a number of configurations, showing the production of stable vesicles and hydrogels from their materials. Most recently, block copolypeptides were designed to create stable water-oil-water double emulsions demonstrating the variety of available mesoscale structures from polypeptides. Other groups have also utilized block copolypeptides to design tailored supramolecular structures. Poly sarcosine-b-(leucine-aminobutyric acid) was shown to assemble into nanotubes of varying lengths and sizes where the Leu-AIB block forms an alpha helix, forcing the molecule into the assembled nanotube. The ability of the peptide portion to change secondary structure due to a trigger such as a pH or temperature change allows the resulting mesoscale structure to be environmentally responsive. Thermally responsive micelles have been developed from a triblock copolypeptide where an increase in temperature caused the middle block to become alpha helical, inducing self assembly into micelles. In another example, gelation was induced for a polypeptide diblock upon the beta-sheet formation of one of
the blocks. These examples serve to show how the secondary structure of the peptide block can be used to direct larger mesoscale assembly.

While it is clear that polypeptides offer many advantages in designing supramolecular assembly systems, it is still difficult to isolate interactions due to the chemically complex nature of polypeptides. The potential for backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality are constantly present, and can impact any self assembly process. The idealized HP model where amino acids are simply hydrophobic or polar is difficult to experimentally realize due to these complicating possible interactions. In addition, the submonomers needed for polypeptide synthesis; either amino acids in the case of solid phase synthesis or in the case of Deming’s N-carboxyanhydrase method, the corresponding NCA’s; can be somewhat limiting in terms of the available side chains and if one is expressing polypeptides in bacteria, one is limited to the natural amino acids. In attempting to isolate and investigate specific interactions, it would be helpful to have a system where the main interactions are a result of the side chains (allowing various interactions to be introduced modularly) and where there are a lot of easily accessible and cheap side chains. Various peptidomimetic materials that attempt to address some of these issues while still retaining some of the benefits of polypeptides have been synthesized and assembled and the next section will discuss these systems.

1.2.2 Peptidomimetic materials

Peptidomimetic materials are those that have very similar chemistries to polypeptides but have some key chemical alteration. They are generally sequence specific and have a similar chemical makeup to that of polypeptides. They are designed to preserve some of the attributes of polypeptides while allowing access to new or different properties. For example, beta-peptides have the same backbone as polypeptides, but have an extra carbon inserted into the backbone such that their side chains are bound to the beta carbon, rather than the alpha carbon. They were originally designed as a possible route to creating antibiotics that would be less susceptible to proteases and antibiotic resistance due to their non-natural chemical makeup. They have been shown to assemble into secondary structures such as alpha-helices and pleated beta-sheets.

While beta-peptides are just one example, there are many types of peptidomimetic materials. These include alpha-aminoxy acids, gamma-peptides, and azapeptides to name just a few. However, the synthetic chemistry for many of these types of materials can be complicated, resulting in both added expense and limited length of the resulting polymers. Additionally, many of them alter the backbone of the polypeptide, thus making it harder to translate knowledge from the synthetic system directly to the case of polypeptides. Poly N-substituted glycines or polypeptoids have distinct advantages in both of these areas.

1.2.3 Polypeptoids

Poly N-substituted glycines, or polypeptoids are a peptidomimetic motif that holds promise for a new class of self-assembly materials. Polypeptoids have the same backbone as polypeptides, but the side chain is attached to the nitrogen rather than the alpha carbon. This subtle chemical change eliminates backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality and also has implications for the synthesis of the molecule. Importantly, peptoids can retain some biological activity as well as the ability to assemble into secondary structures. They also have the same backbone and therefore dimensions as polypeptides making them an ideal model material to use for studying the assembly of sequence specific materials in solution. The scalable synthesis of sequence specific polypeptoids was developed in the early 1990s. The chemistry involves a 2 step submonomer
synthesis using primary amines as the side chain vehicle. In this process a functionalized cross-linked polystyrene bead (rink amide resin) is deprotected and the resulting amine is then bromoacylated using bromoacetic acid and diisopropycarbodiimide (Figure 1.5).

The bromine is displaced by a primary amine containing the desired side chain. These two steps can be repeated with each cycle adding another monomer. Each step is robust with coupling efficiencies greater than 99% for most monomers allowing for the synthesis of relatively long (>50 monomers) sequence specific chains before purification becomes onerous. This process can be performed using a synthetic robot in order to minimize experimental effort. It is even possible to use commercial robotic peptide synthesizers with only small modifications. After the polymer is finished synthesizing, a solution of trifluoroacetic acid is used to cleave the polymer from the polystyrene bead. The polypeptoid is then purified using reverse phase HPLC. The resulting structure can be confirmed using MALDI mass spectrometry.

As mentioned earlier, peptoids retain the peptide backbone, but do not have backbone hydrogen bonding or chirality. Interestingly, they are still capable of regular sub-structures as demonstrated through the creation of alpha helices stabilized by stericos rather than hydrogen bonding. The structures are referred to as secondary structures even though they lack hydrogen bonds due to their repetitive and regular arrangement of atoms. These helices are stable to proteases allowing them to maintain biological activity under conditions that would normally denature a polypeptide. By inserting different side chains, polypeptoids have been induced to form other secondary structures including a threaded loop and a β-sheet like structure. In addition to secondary structures, peptoids can have functions similar to those of biological molecules. For example, Lee et al. have shown the capability of polypeptoids to mimic polypeptides by binding zinc within a multi-helical domain. Polypeptoids also exhibit antimicrobial behavior in several different systems. These properties serve to demonstrate the utility of polypeptoids in mimicking not just the structure of biological polypeptides, but also the function.

Despite the studies described above regarding biological function of polypeptoids, their use for materials applications has been relatively limited. Only recently have researchers begun to examine designed peptoid sequences as building blocks for assembled materials. For example, Zuckermann et al. showed that two complementary binary sequences could form sheets of several nanometers thick and even that a single sequence containing 3 types of monomers could form the same sheet structures through ionic and hydrophobic interactions. The Zhang group has demonstrated the synthesis of non-sequence-specific cyclic polypeptoids for solid state assembly applications. In conclusion, the potential for polypeptoids as new materials and as a model system for developing self-assembly rules for sequence-specific polymers is large.
Figure 1.4. Chemical structures of several peptidomimetics

Figure 1.5. Two-step submonomer synthesis of polypeptoids
1.3 Motivation and Thesis Outline

Mimicking biological self-assembly holds promise for allowing the development of materials with complex functions that can be designed from the bottom up. In order to realize this potential, the forces that drive this type of self-assembly from sequence specific polymers must be understood far better than they currently are. Polypeptides themselves are inherently complex due to the many interactions that stem from the amino acids as well as the intrinsic backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality. A simplified model system such as poly N-substituted glycines or polypeptoids, will allow the isolation of various forces through side chain introductions.

This thesis will explore the self-assembly of polypeptoids across several length scales. Chapter 2 looks at the single chain conformation of a polypeptoid and how the persistence length can be controlled through the introduction of secondary structure. Chapter 3 explores this further and investigates the effect of charged side chains on the persistence length and chain conformation. In Chapter 4 the assembly of a single molecule into a collapsed globule is discussed. Finally, in Chapter 5 a novel supramolecular chiral structure assembled from a diblock copolypeptoid is presented along with extensive characterization through the use of chemical analogs and small angle x-ray scattering.
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Chapter 2. Determination of the persistence length of helical and non-helical polypeptoids in solution
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2.1. Introduction

The shape of a polymer chain is a reflection of its intramolecular interactions and can directly influence a large number of characteristics, including mechanical properties and self-assembly behavior. These intramolecular interactions include steric, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and aromatic interactions, among others. The chain conformation in turn affects how the polymer can interact with the other chains around it, which influences both the mechanical properties of the polymer and its self-assembly into various structures. Classical polymers self-assemble via a balance of enthalpic interactions and entropic chain stretching penalties, which can both be complicated by the conformation of the polymer chain. In polymers with more complicated chemical interactions, such as polyelectrolytes and conjugated polymers, chains are often significantly stiffer (have a longer persistence length) than classical materials. The polymer backbone itself plays a large role in intramolecular interactions leading to chain shape, and polymers with highly conjugated or sterically hindered backbones, such as polyphenylene vinylene, have longer persistence lengths in solution (6-40 nm) than those with backbones composed of more aliphatic linkages, such as polystyrene (1 nm). Side chains can also play a significant role in the rigidity of a polymer chain. For example, a subtle difference of one carbon in a polysilylene side chain can increase the persistence length from 6.2 nm up to 85 nm. Charged side chains introduce another level of complexity due to the ionic interactions between groups that can lead to chain stiffening.

Secondary structure can also have a large impact on the persistence length of a chain. Helical secondary structure in particular correlates with increasing persistence lengths in polymers. Helical polyisocyanates have a persistence length of 40 nm to 50 nm, and α-helical poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG) has a persistence length up to approximately 200 nm at high molecular weights. Several design methods exist for the formation of a polymer helix; in particular, designing side chain interactions is an interesting route to controlling chain shape. Side chain interactions have a large influence on the formation of secondary structures in biological polymers and thus directly influence the persistence length of these polymers as well. For example, the addition of long stretches of prolines in a polypeptide induces the formation of a helix. Using FRET experiments, the persistence length of a polyproline type II helix was estimated to range from 9 nm to 13 nm using a chain that was 20 monomers long in the all-trans form.

Here, we evaluate the effect of subtle changes in side chain size and chirality on the persistence length of N-substituted glycine polymers, also known as polypeptoids. Although polypeptoids are a relatively new material, they have recently attracted much attention in polymeric studies, meaning there is a need to quantify their properties. Quantifying polymer properties, such as flexibility and persistence length, is important for modeling these systems and further understanding their self-assembly.
Polypeptoids are sequence-specific, biomimetic polymers that have been shown to form stable secondary structures in solution depending upon the types of side chains incorporated into the polymer\textsuperscript{9,13-15}. In particular, polypeptoids with bulky $\alpha$-chiral side chains form a polyproline type I-like helix in solution. Unlike the $\alpha$-helices of polypeptides, the polypeptoid helices are stabilized by steric interactions, rather than hydrogen bonding. Both theoretical\textsuperscript{16} and experimental\textsuperscript{17-20} studies have shown that the preferred conformation of the peptoid helix is entirely composed of $cis$-amide bonds with a periodicity of three residues per turn and a pitch of approximately 6 Å. These studies showed that a polypeptoid with $\alpha$-chiral aromatic side chains prefers the all $cis$ conformation to a $trans$ conformation in the ratio of 2:1. In addition, the handedness of the helix is determined by the handedness of the $\alpha$-chiral side chains, as the peptoid backbone is devoid of chirality. The presence of a helical fold would lead one to expect a stiffening of the polymer chain. However, our small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements have shown that helical polypeptoids have persistence lengths much smaller than expected. In fact, they are nearly as flexible as polypeptoids without any secondary structure.

2.2. Experimental Section

Materials
Compounds 1 and 2 (Figure 2.1) were synthesized using a step-wise solid-phase submonomer synthesis method\textsuperscript{21} on a custom robotic synthesizer or a commercial Aapptec Apex 396 robotic synthesizer. All polypeptoids were acetylated on the resin, cleaved from the resin using 95% v/v trifluoroacetic acid in water, and purified using reverse-phase HPLC, as previously described.\textsuperscript{8,10} The synthesis was confirmed by electrospray mass spectrometry on an Agilent 1100 series LC/MSD trap system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry on a 4800 series MALDI-TOF (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA) with a laser power of 5000. MALDI samples were prepared using a 1:1 ratio of polypeptoid in acetonitrile (1 mg/mL) and 1,8,9-anthracenetriol (10 mg/mL in tetrahydrofuran). The monomer sequences for the polypeptoids studied here are denoted in Figure 2.1, with $N_{me} = N$-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine, $N_{pe} = N$-(2-phenylethyl)glycine, and $N_{rpe} = (R)-N$-(1-phenylethyl)glycine. Several polymers were made with $n$ (the number of repeat units as designated in Figure 2.1) varying from 3 to 8. The majority of this publication will discuss the polymers where $n$ is equal to 6, forming a polypeptoid with 36 total monomers.

Circular Dichroism (CD)
CD measurements were performed on a J-185 CD spectrometer (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD). Stock solutions of the polypeptoids were made in tared vials using 5 mg/mL of peptoid powder in acetonitrile. The stock solutions were then diluted to a concentration of 0.08 mg/mL before acquiring CD spectra. CD spectra were acquired using a quartz cell (Hellma USA, Plainview, NY) with a path length of 1 mm. A scan rate of 50 nm/min was used, and 3 measurements were averaged for each compound.

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
SANS studies were conducted at the NG3 SANS line at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, Maryland and at the CG-3
Figure 2.1. Chemical structures of the helical and nonhelical compound.
1 contains achiral aromatic side chains, while 2, a helix-forming polypeptoid, contains alpha-chiral side chains. The value of $n$ ranges from 3 to 8 for chains of varying lengths.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Repeat Unit</th>
<th>n (number of repeat units)</th>
<th>N (total number of monomers)</th>
<th>$M_{obs}/M_{theo}$</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compound 1a</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2548.5 / 2546</td>
<td>Non-helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 1b</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3379.4 / 3375</td>
<td>Non-helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 1c</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5033.2 / 5033</td>
<td>Non-helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 1d</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6701.6 / 6691.1</td>
<td>Non-helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 2a</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2549.2 / 2546</td>
<td>Helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 2b</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3377.5 / 3375</td>
<td>Helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 2c</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5028.2 / 5033</td>
<td>Helical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound 2d</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6604.4 / 6691.1</td>
<td>Helical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bio-SANS line at the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Samples were prepared at a concentration of 10 mg/mL in deuterated acetonitrile to enhance the contrast between the polypeptoids and the solvent. Quartz banjo cells (Hellma USA, Plainview, NY) with a path length of 1 mm and 2 mm were used at NIST and ORNL, respectively, in a temperature controlled multiple position sample holder. A neutron wavelength of 6 Å was used at both beamlines, and data were collected at two different instrument configurations (1.3 m and 4 m at NIST, and 1.7 m and 14.5 m at ORNL). The data were reduced using the NCNR SANS reduction macros and the Spice SANS reduction program in Igor Pro.

2.3. Results and Discussion

2.3.1. Circular Dichroism

Compounds 1 and 2 were designed to be non-structured and helical, respectively, through the incorporation of aromatic side chains with tunable chirality. Compound 2 contains 50% α-chiral aromatic side chains while compound 1 contains 50% achiral aromatic side chains instead. Previous literature has shown that 2 forms a polyproline type I-like helix in solution with all cis amide bonds as described above. However, 1 was designed to be minimally structured by removing the α-chiral substituent that provides the steric influence for secondary structure formation. Indeed, circular dichroism (Figure 2.2) in acetonitrile shows that there is helix formation of 2 as demonstrated by the characteristic peaks at 192 nm, 202 nm, and 218 nm. This helix formation is constant across several polymers of varying molecular weights (2a through 2d) with little deviation in the per-residue molar ellipticity. Previously, it was shown that as the chain length of a polypeptoid containing 100% Nrpe residues increases, the per-residue molar ellipticity also increases until a chain length of 13 residues is reached. After 13 residues, the ellipticity remains approximately constant for longer chain lengths, suggesting that the overall fraction of helical isomers is stabilized. A similar trend was also observed for peptoid helices consisting of bulky N-1-naphthylethyl side chains, except in that case, the per-residue molar ellipticity reached a maximum after only 5 monomer units.

It would be helpful to gain some quantitative insight about the helical content of these molecules using CD, as is often done for proteins. However, CD is a quantitative technique for proteins because there are a vast number of known protein structures, allowing the development of algorithms that can compute a reliable estimate of the fraction of α-helices, β-sheets, and random coils by comparing new CD data to that of the known structures. There are few X-ray solved structures of polypeptoids, meaning that it is not possible to reliably calculate the fraction of helicity for polypeptoids from CD. Because CD does not yield information about the population of conformers for polypeptoids, polypeptoid secondary structure has previously been established using a combination of 2D NMR, X-ray crystallography, and molecular modeling studies. These studies first confirmed the presence of a helical conformation in a very short polypeptoid (5 monomers in length) containing bulky chiral, aromatic residues ((S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine, Nspe). However, the 2D NMR studies for Nspe5 also show the presence of other isomers and conformations in the amount of approximately 40% in methanol solution. Thus, the α-helix-like CD signature observed for (Nspe5 and other peptoid helices is from an ensemble of closely related conformations in rapid equilibrium with one another.
Figure 2.2. CD spectra for different chain lengths of a helical polypeptoid as well as a nonhelical polypeptoid
The presence of these other polypeptoid conformers is most likely due to the cis/trans isomerization of the backbone amide bonds, which may enable the polypeptoid backbone to sample many conformations. To probe whether the fraction of helices can be controlled, the effect of temperature and solvent on the per-residue molar ellipticity was examined. As 2c is heated from 20°C to 70°C in acetonitrile (2.3a), there is no change in the spectrum shape and only a slight decrease in the peak intensity at 218 nm from 19,200 deg cm⁻² dmol⁻¹ to 15,300 deg cm⁻² dmol⁻¹. This result is consistent with the observation by Wu et. al that Nrpe₆, Nrpe₁₂, and Nrpe₁₈ all retain their helical CD signature at increased temperature, suggesting that the peptoid helices are stable to thermal unfolding because they are sterically constrained rather than hydrogen bond-stabilized.²⁰ This is the case for all of the helical polypeptoids investigated here, as shown in the Supporting Information. In addition, changing the solvent from acetonitrile to methanol has a minimal effect on the spectrum shape and intensity at increased temperature (2.3b). This result is also consistent with previous studies: Armand et. al previously observed a peptoid helix in methanol solution using 2D NMR. These experiments indicate that the peptoid helices are stable to both temperature and solvent.

All of the achiral polypeptoids studied here (1a to 1d) show no net ellipticity because they do not contain chiral residues. Hence, little information about their structure can be gained using CD. Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is therefore used to probe the difference in chain statistics for these two series of molecules.

2.3.2. Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

Because 2 forms a helix in solution, it was anticipated that its chain would be stiffer than the corresponding analog 1; however, the SANS experiments detailed here show that the difference in chain stiffness is not as large as expected. Plotting the scattering intensity, I, versus the scattering angle, q, (Figure 2.3a) for the two 36-mer compounds yielded several insights about the polypeptoid chains. First, the two sequences both have typical scattering patterns for a single chain in dilute solution. It is expected that the intensity should scale with q as -2 for a random coil conformation and scale as -1 for a rod-like conformation. For a single chain, one should see the change in scaling behavior provided the appropriate q-range. For both polypeptoids, there was an exponential decrease over the q-range from 0.07 Å⁻¹ to 0.22 Å⁻¹ with a scaling of approximately -1.5. Around q ≈ 0.22 Å⁻¹, the intensity scales as 0.6 - 0.8. The deviation from -2 scaling indicates that the polypeptoids are not forming Gaussian coils in solution, while the deviation from -1 scaling is most likely a result of noise in the data at high q.

To see the change in scaling better, a Kratky plot was used (Figure 2.4b), which plots Iq² vs. q. This has the effect of making the intensity data in the Gaussian regime tend toward a horizontal asymptote. The q-value at which the data deviate from this asymptote and begin to increase linearly (with an intercept coinciding with the origin) is inversely related to the persistence length. Because the intensity does not quite scale as -2 with q, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact transition. However, a good approximation was made by selecting the point at which Iq² deviates from a straight line passing through the origin (the red line in Figure 2.4b). A straight line passing through the origin on a Kratky plot corresponds to the scattering function for a rod; thus, the departure from this behavior indicates scattering from a molecule above its persistence length.
Figure 2.3. Heating (a) and solvent (b) do not significantly affect the CD spectra of 2c.
Figure 2.4. Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) shows the relatively short persistence length of both polypeptoids.
The model fits are shown in (a), demonstrating good fits for the data. In addition, lines with scalings of -1 (rigid rod) and -2 (Gaussian coil) have been added as references. The intensity presented here is absolute intensity in units of cm$^{-1}$. The Kratky plot in (b) emphasizes the change in scaling behavior. Incoherent background has been subtracted from the data before the fits.
The approximate q-value for this transition is marked by the dashed line in Figure 2.4b, and it is clear that it is quite similar for both sequences. To determine the persistence length, the equation \( L_p = \frac{k}{q^*} \) was used, where \( k \) is a proportionality constant and \( q^* \) is the q-value for the transition in the Kratky plot. The value of the constant \( k \) given in literature is \( 6/\pi \) by Kratky\textsuperscript{24} and Koyama\textsuperscript{25}, or 2.87, according to Burchard and Kajiwara\textsuperscript{26}. The proportionality constants available indicate that the persistence length for both 1 and 2 is on the order of 0.8 nm to 1.3 nm. Thus, both 1 and 2 are more flexible than other helical polymers, including helical polypeptides. In fact, these polypeptoids have a flexibility very similar to that of polystyrene\textsuperscript{2} (~1 nm).

**Semi-flexible cylinder model**

Because the determination of the inflection point on the Kratky plot can be somewhat subjective, a more precise determination of the persistence length can be obtained by modeling and comparison to experimental data. The NIST NCNR analysis macro has been used to model these molecules as semi-flexible cylinders with excluded volume,\textsuperscript{27} according to the Kratky and Porod model of a wormlike chain. In this model, the cylinder of the chain is assumed to be composed of a series of connected locally stiff chain segments. The length of these segments is called the Kuhn length and is calculated by holding the scattering length densities and the contour length constant and fitting a Kuhn length and a radius to the semi-flexible cylinder. The equations for this model are described in the Supporting Information. Previously, 2D solution NMR was used to estimate a pitch of approximately 0.6 nm for a similar peptoid helix\textsuperscript{18}. Based on this value for the pitch and the number of turns expected in 2c (12, as there are 3 residues per turn), it is expected that the peptoid helix will have a contour length of approximately 7.2 nm. This value was used as the contour length for 2c. For compound 1c, the contour length was held at 13.0 nm, which corresponds to the distance along the peptoid backbone if all of the amide bonds are in the trans configuration. Table 1 shows the results of the fit. Interestingly, the persistence lengths are found to be quite similar: approximately 0.5 nm for 1c and 1.0 nm for 2c. Compound 2c has a longer persistence length than 1c, but it clearly is not stiff relative to other polymers containing secondary structure, such as PBLG molecules.\textsuperscript{6} The persistence lengths calculated from this semiflexible cylinder model match relatively well with the range estimated from the Kratky plot. Additionally, if the contour lengths are allowed to be fit by the semiflexible cylinder model, the same trend holds; compound 2c has a shorter contour length and a larger persistence length than 1c. These results are presented in the Appendix (Table 2.A.1).

The model fit indicates that the helical conformation of 2c most likely imparts some rigidity to the polymer. However, 2c still has a relatively short persistence length when compared to other helical polymers. Although the circular dichroism implies that the helical conformation is favored, the short persistence length indicates that the polymer can sample many different conformations and only a portion of the polymer chains adopt a full helical conformation at any given point in time. In addition, the helix observed here may simply be quite flexible. Previous intrinsic viscosity measurements of polymeric helical (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycines (from 4 – 40 kg/mol) in DMF were consistent with random coil behavior such that Guo et al. concluded the persistence length of these chains must be less than 9 nm.\textsuperscript{11} Flexible helical polymers have also previously been seen, such as in the case of chiral poly(2-oxazoline)s\textsuperscript{28} where the polymer showed CD signal, indicating helix formation, but scattering indicated a random coil chain conformation.
Table 2.2. Fitted parameters for Compounds 1 and 2 with \( n = 6 \).

Compound 2 has a shorter contour length and a longer persistence length than 1, indicating its helical conformation imparts some stiffness to the chain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polypeptoid</th>
<th>Contour Length (nm)</th>
<th>Persistence Length* (nm)</th>
<th>Persistence Length** (nm)</th>
<th>Radius (nm)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1c</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As fitted by the flexible cylinder model

**As fitted by the wormlike chain model
Polyproline helices have also been observed to be flexible; in this case, the proline group creates a tertiary amide similar to those in the polypeptoid backbone. For tertiary amides, the energy barrier to rotation about the C-N bond is much lower than for the secondary amides that dominate proteins. In addition, the cis/trans configurations are much closer in energy for tertiary amides, and thus the isomerization can occur much more readily. Previously, the activation energy for the cis/trans isomerization in dimer peptoids was measured to be on the order of 17 – 20 kcal/mol, which is similar to the energies measured for prolyl peptide bonds. It is well known that prolyl peptide bonds are expected to have much higher cis/trans ratios (1:3) compared to planar peptide bonds (~1:1000) and that the polyproline I helix, which consists of all cis bonds, has a much shorter persistence length than that of a traditional peptide α-helix such as PBLG. Because the peptoid helices studied here were also shown to have a relatively high cis:trans ratio (~2-3:1), it should not be entirely unexpected that they are quite flexible. Recently, the introduction of much bulkier side groups (N-1-naphthylethyl) has been shown to raise the cis:trans ratio to >19:1, suggesting that even larger substituents can increase the energy barrier of backbone rotation and therefore increase chain stiffness.

**Wormlike Chain Model**

Further information about the chain conformation and the persistence length can be obtained by evaluating the radius of gyration over a series of chain lengths and fitting the wormlike chain formula. To obtain the radius of gyration ($R_g$), a line was fit to the scattering data in a Guinier plot ($\ln(I(q))$ vs. $q^2$). For compounds 1c and 2c, the $R_g$'s differ slightly, yielding a value of 14.7 ± 0.1 Å and 13.3 ± 0.1 Å, respectively. This small decrease in $R_g$ is most likely due to the more compact packing of the helical compound that stems from its secondary structure. The wormlike chain formula relates $R_g$ to $L_p$:

$$R_g^2 = \frac{LL_p}{3} - L_p^2 + \frac{2L_p^3}{L} \left[ 1 - \frac{L_p}{L} \left( 1 - e^{-L/L_p} \right) \right]$$

where $L$ is the contour length as calculated using the geometry of the molecule and the previous 2D NMR studies. Using this value and the measured $R_g$, it is possible to solve the equation for the persistence length. Table 1 shows the values for the persistence lengths as determined by this method. This analysis supports the conclusions drawn from the semiflexible cylinder model. The persistence length for 2c is slightly longer than that of 1c (1.12 nm vs. 0.56 nm), but they are both short on an absolute scale.

The persistence length as calculated by the wormlike chain model is plotted against the number of monomers for chains of 18, 24, 36, and 48 residues. The first conclusion from this plot is that 2 consistently has a higher persistence length than 1. Additionally, the shorter molecules have higher fitted persistence lengths, especially in the case of the helical molecule. The helical chain of 18 monomers could not fit the wormlike chain model with any reasonable value of the persistence length, indicating that the 18-mers are too short to be treated using this analysis. This is probably not due to actual differences in the number of residues present in the helical conformation as CD has shown that all of the different length polymers have very similar per-residue molar ellipticities. It is more likely that the wormlike chain model is not valid for short chains where the persistence length is not sufficiently shorter than the contour length. However,
Figure 2.5. The persistence length, as determined using the worm-like chain model, of polypeptoids ranging in length from 18-48 monomers plotted versus the number of monomers. The shorter chains have significantly higher persistence lengths, indicating that the molecules are too short to be treating using this method.
the chains of 36 and 48 monomers have reached an asymptote in their persistence length, suggesting that these polymers are of sufficient length to treat using the wormlike chain model. It is possible to fit the wormlike chain simultaneously to the polymers of different lengths and obtain a persistence length for each type of polymer. This analysis is presented in the Appendix (Figure 2.A.1) and yields very similar values for the persistence lengths.

2.4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the SANS study presented here yields two main insights into the chain conformation of polypeptoids. First, the polypeptoids studied here are inherently flexible in solution with persistence lengths ranging from 0.5 nm to 1.0 nm. Second, both the semiflexible cylinder model and the wormlike chain model indicate that inducing helicity by introducing bulky α-chiral side chains into a 36-mer polypeptoid results in a small increase in the persistence length or rigidity of the molecule. However, the fitted persistence length is still quite short in comparison to other helical polymers, suggesting that the polymer retains considerable conformational freedom. In agreement with previous 2D solution NMR studies and intrinsic viscosity measurements, the SANS data presented here indicates that helical polypeptoids with α-chiral, bulky phenyl side chains prefer an all cis-amide bond configuration in solution but can readily isomerize to sample other conformations as well.
2.5. Appendix
2.5.1. Semi-flexible Cylinder Model Equations
The following equations are used to fit the scattering data and calculate a persistence length.

---

---
2.5.2. Guinier Plots

The following plots were used to deduce the Rg’s of Compounds 1 and 2.
Figure 2.A.1. Guinier plots for all compounds
2.5.3. Wormlike Chain Analysis for Different Polypeptoid Chain Lengths

The radius of gyration ($R_g$) for polypeptoids 18, 24, 36, and 48 monomers long were obtained using a Guinier analysis on the SANS scattering curves for each polypeptoid (above). This molecular weight series was measured for both the non-helical (1) and the helical (2) compound. For compound 1, the contour length was calculated as product of the number of monomers and the length of each monomer, and the wormlike chain equation was fit to the data by changing the persistence length, $L_p$. For compound 2, the contour length was calculated using the helical pitch (0.6 nm) previously measured by 2D solution NMR experiments in acetonitrile. The fitted $L_p$ was 0.6 nm for 1 and 1.1 nm for 2, which agrees well with the values obtained from the semiflexible cylinder model fit.

Despite the good agreement, the wormlike chain equation does not quite fit the data, especially at lower polypeptoid chain lengths for both 1 and 2. As stated in the manuscript, this error is due to the 18 and 24-mers simply being too short to be modeled by this equation.

Figure 2.A.2. Fitted persistence lengths using the wormlike chain equation over a series of polypeptoid chain lengths.

The fitted $L_p$ of 2 is longer than that of 1, indicating it is indeed stiffer.
2.5.4. Persistence Length of a Polypeptoid with a Racemic Mixture of Monomers

As another point of comparison, a 36-mer polypeptoid was synthesized using the same monomers as 2 but with a racemic mixture instead of an enantiomerically pure mixture of the α-methylbenzyl side chain. The structure for this compound (compound 3) is given in 2.A.3.

Circular dichroism data is provided in Figure 2.A.3b, showing that 3 is truly racemic and that there is no net ellipticity due to an equal mixture of R and S enantiomers. The helical structure of 2 results from the steric hindrance of the bulky side chains with the same chirality; thus, the racemic nature of 3 should disrupt any helical structure.

SANS measurements probed the structure of 3 in the same way as for 1 and 2. A Guinier analysis of the scattering curve yields an $R_g$ of 14.5 ± 0.1 Å, which is closer to the value of the $R_g$ for 1 (14.7 Å) than 2 (13.3 Å). In addition, using the wormlike chain formula and the semiflexible cylinder model to calculate a persistence length for 3 yields a value of 0.62 nm and 0.39 nm, respectively. These results indicate that 3 is quite flexible, which is similar to 1 and 2.

Figure 2.A.3. Compound 3 contains a racemic mixture of α-chiral side chains and is proposed to be non-helical.
The circular dichroism shows no net ellipticity
2.5.5. Semiflexible Cylinder Model of the 36-mer Polypeptoids Using a Fitted Contour Length

The semiflexible cylinder model was allowed to fit the contour length, persistence length, and cylinder radius simultaneously. Using this model, the non-helical sequence, 1, has a much longer contour length than the chiral sequence, 2. The secondary structure of 2c is thought to cause the contour length to be much shorter as the polymer is adopting a helix conformation with the majority of the amide bonds in the cis geometry. This fitted value is less than the value estimated by NMR (7.2 nm) by about 2 nm. The fitted contour length for 1c is less than the calculated fully extended (all-trans) chain length (13 nm), which is reasonable given that the flexible polypeptoid backbone chain likely exists with both cis and trans amide bonds at any given moment. Furthermore, a contour length of 8.5 ± 0.6 nm is obtained for compound 3, suggesting that 3 is not as compact as 2c. The fitted persistence length is also smaller for 3 (0.9 ± 0.02 nm) than 2c (1.97 ± 0.17 nm), supporting the idea that the racemic nature of 3 results in a more flexible molecule. The results of this model fit are consistent with the trends identified from the semiflexible cylinder fit with a fixed contour length and the wormlike chain equation fit, but there is a larger error in the persistence length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polypeptoid</th>
<th>Contour Length (nm)*</th>
<th>Persistence Length* (nm)</th>
<th>Radius (nm)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.58 ± 4.8</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.93 ± 2.8</td>
<td>1.97 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.A.1. The contour length and the persistence length as fit using the semiflexible cylinder model.

Consistent with other analyses explored in this paper, the helical compound has a slightly higher persistence length than the non-helical version.
2.5.6. Circular Dichroism Measurements

Extensive CD measurements have been taken at various temperatures and solvents. The most relevant graphs have been included in the manuscript. The remaining data is summarized here.

Figure 2.A.4. Circular dichroism at varying temperatures for each helical polypeptoid.
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Chapter 3: Persistence length of polyelectrolytes with precisely located charges

Reproduced with the permission of Adrienne M. Rosales, Andrey V. Dobrynin, Ronald Zuckermann, Rachel Segalman, 2012 in preparation

The conformation of biological polyelectrolytes in salt solutions is closely related to their ability to fold into desired structures. In particular, their persistence length has a large impact on how the chain can arrange itself. In this work, poly N-substituted glycines (polypeptoids), have been designed to include specifically located charges such that the relationship between their persistence lengths, the salt concentration, and the spacing of the charges along the backbone can be elucidated. It is shown that at low salt concentrations, polypeptoids with charge groups located closer to each other along the polymer backbone are stiffer than those with the charge groups spaced further apart. At high salt concentrations, the persistence length decreases for both macromolecules as the electrostatic repulsions are screened. The data has been analyzed using a semi-flexible model and it is shown that the persistence length has a quadratic dependence on the Debye screening length for these materials. It is also shown that the bending rigidity is higher for a molecule with alternating chargeable groups than that of a molecule containing all chargeable groups. This difference can be attributed to the longer side chains forcing the macromolecule to adopt a stiffer conformation.

3.1. Introduction

The conformation of biopolymers such as DNA and proteins is highly influenced by the presence of charges along their backbone. Interactions between charged groups play a dominant role in polyelectrolyte conformation due to electrostatic induced stiffening and elongation of the polyelectrolytes. However, at physiological conditions, solutions of biopolymers contain various salts. These salts screen the long-range electrostatic repulsion between ionized groups, resulting in more flexible polyelectrolytes. Past a certain point, the presence of salt leads to counterion condensation, which reduces the charge density of the polyelectrolyte and can also affect the chain conformation. Understanding the relationship between polyelectrolyte conformation, charged group spacing, and salt concentration is a complex problem that has been addressed in numerous computational, theoretical and experimental works. This study examines the relationship between a measure of the chain conformation, the persistence length, and salt concentration in polypeptoids, a polyelectrolyte model system that contains precisely placed charged groups.

Much of the debate on developing models for polyelectrolyte systems has centered on the flexibility of the underlying chain and how it impacts the scaling of the persistence length with regards to salt concentration. On the one hand, theory originating with Kuhn, Kunzle, and Katchalsky shows that persistence length scales with the inverse of the square root of the salt concentration (i.e., a linear dependence on the Debye screening length); this calculation corresponds to a flexible or semi-flexible chain with electrostatic corrections. On the other hand, theory based on the work of Odijk, Skolnick, and Fixman (OSF) shows the persistence length scales with the inverse of the salt concentration (i.e., a quadratic dependence on the Debye screening length); OSF theories assume a locally stiff chain for which electrostatic interactions can modify the bending properties. In both cases, theory has been developed over the past several decades, and neither fully accounts for experimental observations.
Experimental studies of biologically relevant polyelectrolytes in water have mostly focused on DNA. The effect of salt concentration on the persistence length of DNA has been studied using a variety of techniques, ranging from light scattering to force-extension experiments. However, the measurement of the persistence length can be convoluted by these techniques. For example, at high and moderate salt concentrations, a persistence length obtained by light scattering measurements for sufficiently long macromolecules can include an excluded volume contribution. In addition, force-extension experiments can underestimate values of the persistence length due to enthalpic effects associated with stretching the molecules at forces above 5 pN. Because of these issues, the relationship between salt concentration and DNA persistence length is difficult to quantify, and experimental observations often contradict each other. Baumann et al. measured the electrostatic persistence length of DNA using force-measuring laser tweezers, and they found quantitative agreement with OSF predictions. However, Makita and coworkers measured the persistence length of DNA using fluorescence microscopy and found that it exhibited a linear dependence on the Debye screening length. For other biopolymers, light scattering has been used to determine a scaling relationship for the persistence length of hyaluronan, a polysaccharide, and salt, but there are very few studies for polypeptides. Given the difficulties in obtaining a definitive result for the verification of scaling laws, it is useful to investigate a simplified system in which factors such as chain length and intermolecular interactions can be tuned directly.

Biological polyelectrolytes have a sequence specific arrangement of the charged groups in their backbone. The sequence of charged groups is essential to the structure and function of the overall molecule. However, polypeptides and other natural biopolymers also have many other interactions that impact their persistence length. For instance, polypeptides are inherently chiral and form intermolecular hydrogen bonds. They can also have strong hydrophobic interactions that drive a chain to collapse. Therefore, to directly investigate the effect of charged group sequence on chain conformation, a greatly simplified biomimetic system is ideal. Poly N-substituted glycines, or polypeptoids, are a sequence specific, biomimetic system with the same backbone as polypeptides, but the side chain is attached to the nitrogen rather than the backbone α-carbon. This N-substitution eliminates chirality and hydrogen bonding in the backbone, allowing the interactions in the system to be tuned by the introduction of different side chains. Furthermore, these materials are synthesized using a solid state submonomer process that leads to sequence specific, monodisperse chains. Thus, polypeptoids are a convenient system in which to introduce ionizable side groups and vary the exact spacing between those groups.

In addition to serving as a model biomimetic polymer, polypeptoids are an interesting self-assembling material in their own right. When polypeptoids contain charged groups, they can assemble in solution into structures such as a supramolecular helix and nanometer-thick sheets. To model and understand these assemblies, it is helpful to have a basic understanding of polypeptoid behavior with regard to ionic interactions. In this work, polypeptoids with two different spacings of carboxyl groups have been synthesized, and their persistence lengths have been measured using small angle neutron scattering (SANS). The results show that at low salt concentrations, a polypeptoid in which every monomer contains an ionizable group has a higher persistence length than a polypeptoid in which ionizable and neutral monomers alternate. At high salt concentrations, this difference is far smaller, and both polypeptoids show a decrease in persistence length. The data has been analyzed using a semi-flexible model and it is shown that the persistence length has a quadratic dependence on the Debye screening length. It is also shown that the bending rigidity is higher for the molecule with alternating charged groups which
can be attributed to the longer side chains forcing the macromolecule to adopt a stiffer conformation.

3.2. Experimental methods

Synthesis
Polypeptoids were synthesized on a commercial robotic synthesizer Aapptec Apex 396 on 100 mg of Rink amide polystyrene resin (0.6 mmol/g, Novabiochem, San Diego, CA) using the procedure previously detailed.\textsuperscript{18,19} All primary amine monomers, solvents, and reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used without further purification. The β-alanine was purchased from ChemImpex and used after freebasing from the β-alanine O-tBu ester hydrochloride submonomer by extraction from dichloromethane (DCM) and basic water. The resulting compound was confirmed by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR. All primary amine submonomers were 1.5M in N-methyl pyrrolidinone and all displacement times were 60 minutes for the first 15 additions, 90 minutes for the next 15 and 120 minutes for the remainder. All polypeptoids were acetylated on the resin and purified using reverse phase HPLC as previously described.\textsuperscript{19} The mass and purity were confirmed using reverse phase analytical HPLC and MALDI. All polymers synthesized are listed in Table 3.1 along with their purities and molecular weights.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
SANS studies were conducted at the NG3 SANS line at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, Maryland and at the CG-3 Bio-SANS line at the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Samples were prepared at a concentration of 10 mg/mL in deuterated water to enhance the contrast between the polypeptoids and the solvent. Quartz banjo cells (Hellma USA, Plainview, NY) with a path length of 1 mm and 2 mm were used at NIST and ORNL, respectively, in a temperature controlled multiple position sample holder. A neutron wavelength of 6 Å was used at both beamlines, and data were collected at two different instrument configurations (1.3 m and 4 m at NIST, and 1.7 m and 14.5 m at ORNL). The data were reduced using the NCNR SANS reduction macros\textsuperscript{20} and the Spice SANS reduction program in Igor Pro.

Titration
The charge state of each molecule was probed through titrations with sodium hydroxide, NaOH. Solutions of 0.5M NaOH were added 2μL at a time to solutions of p(Nce)\textsubscript{36}ac (2.1 mM, 10 mg/ml) and p(NceNme)\textsubscript{18}ac (2.2 mM, 10 mg/ml) while the solutions were stirring. The pH was continuously read and after each addition was allowed to equilibrate until the pH value stabilized. These pH values were plotted against an x-axis of equivalents of NaOH per COOH group.

Solutions
Solutions (Table 3.2) were made by dissolving the desired polymer at a concentration of 10 mg/ml (2.1mM for p(Nce)\textsubscript{36}ac and 2.2mM for p(NceNme)\textsubscript{18}ac ) in water. Sodium hydroxide was added by dripping in the correct volume of 0.5M NaOH. The correct volume was determined by calculating the molar concentration of COOH groups and then providing the correct molar equivalent of NaOH for that number of COOH groups. The solutions were allowed to equilibrate for 1-2 days.
Table 3.1. The polymers used, their purity, observed mass, and chemical structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Obs/Actual MW</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poly(N-carboxyethyl glycine-N-methoxyethyl glycine)\textsubscript{18}acetyl</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>4487.1/4488.2</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(N-carboxyethyl glycine)\textsubscript{36}acetyl</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>4737.0/4737.6</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2. All solutions used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>NaOH equivalent</th>
<th>[NaOH] M</th>
<th>Overall fraction of monomers that are charged, $\alpha$</th>
<th>Measured $L_p$ (nm)</th>
<th>Measured $R_g$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Results and Discussions

Two polymers were designed to probe the effect of charge location on the chain conformations in aqueous solution. The use of polypeptoids allowed the specification of the exact location for each monomer as well as exact monodispersity for each chain. It was anticipated that this would eliminate ambiguities present in studies of synthetic polyelectrolytes due to polydispersity and uncertainty of monomer location. In addition, the simplified nature of the polypeptoid system in comparison to other biopolymers allows the isolation of the charged groups without the impact of backbone hydrogen bonding or chirality. The first polymer, \( p(\text{NceNme})_{18} \text{ac} \) (Table 1) was designed to contain alternating ionizable monomers, N-carboxyethyl glycine, and neutral monomers, N-methoxyethyl glycine. The second polymer, \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \), contained all ionizable groups. When \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \) is completely charged, the negative charges are adjacent to each other. The location of these charges was expected to have an impact on the chain behavior in solution because the charges that are directly next to each other will have a stronger electrostatic repulsion than the charges that are spaced further apart.

The carboxylic acid side chain is pH dependent, and a titration with sodium hydroxide (Figure 1) shows the relative charge states of each polymer. Interestingly, it is easier to deprotonate \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \) than \( p(\text{NceNme})_{18} \text{ac} \). It was expected that the shorter spacing between charges in \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \) would make it more difficult to remove protons because of the proximity and therefore repulsion of the resulting negative charges. However, the opposite trend was seen. Less equivalents of NaOH were required to reach the equivalence point and eventually full deprotonation for \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \). This may be due to the fact that when the ionizable groups are directly next to each other they can more easily share sodium ions, allowing the charges to be more evenly distributed. In the case of the alternating polymer where the charges are fixed at least 0.74 nm apart from each other along the backbone, they may be more isolated meaning that each deprotonated carboxylic acid has its own corresponding sodium atom, requiring more sodium hydroxide molecules to fully deprotonate the molecule.

Solutions were made with each polymer and various concentrations of NaOH (Table 2). The first solution was made with 1 equivalent of NaOH, where the polymers were only partially charged. From the titration curve equivalence point, it is calculated that the acid groups on \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \text{ac} \) for this solution (sample 1) are 48% charged while those on the \( p(\text{NceNme})_{18} \text{ac} \) (sample 5) are 35% charged. Because only 50% of the monomers in \( p(\text{NceNme})_{18} \text{ac} \) are ionizable, the overall fraction of monomers that are charged, \( \alpha \), is actually half of that, or 18%. The subsequent solutions were all made at greater concentrations of sodium hydroxide (3x, 10x, 30x) where all of the carboxylic acids are negatively charged. In these solutions, adding more sodium hydroxide simply provides more salt ions to screen the electrostatic repulsion.
Table 2: All solutions used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>NaOH equivalent</th>
<th>[NaOH] M</th>
<th>Overall fraction of monomers that are charged, $\alpha$</th>
<th>Measured $L_p$ (nm)</th>
<th>Measured $R_g$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}ac$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}ac$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}ac$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}ac$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}ac$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}ac$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}ac$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}ac$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to obtain information about the conformation of these molecules at the various salt concentrations, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments were performed. As a first assessment of the polymer conformation, the SANS data was plotted on a Kratky plot, which graphs $Q^2 I$ versus $Q$ (Figure 2). The shape of this plot provides information about the polymer and its arrangement in solution. Figure 2a shows the Kratky plot for $p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac at various salt concentrations. The data for both the 1x and 3x solutions increase monotonically, indicating that the molecule is dispersed in solution. However, for both the 10x and 30x solutions, there is a distinct difference in the shape of the data. The data now shows a hump with a peak around 0.1-0.15 Å$^{-1}$. This hump indicates that the macromolecule has a more coiled configuration in solution. This is likely due to the fact that when the amount of sodium in the solution is relatively low (in the 1x and 3x case), the ionized groups cause the molecule to remain extended. However, when more salt is added (in the case of 10x and 30x solutions), the molecule can also form complexes between the positive sodium and the negative carboxylic acids. This is known as the counterion condensation effect. It pulls the molecule into a more coiled state. The same trend is seen for the $p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac. The decrease in chain size due to counterion condensation has been seen experimentally and in computer simulations. While $R_g$ measurements would be helpful in confirming this analysis, low signal to noise in the low $q$ range (Guinier region) of the scattering data makes it difficult to obtain reliable $R_g$ values. In addition, the $R_g$ measurement may be convoluted by any complexation of the polypeptoid with salt.

In order to gain further understanding of the effect of electrostatic interactions on chain configuration, we used a semi-flexible chain model to fit the SANS data and to obtain a value of persistence length, $L_p$, for each salt concentration. These data are summarized in Table 2. In agreement with previous measurements of polypeptoid persistence lengths, these molecules are quite flexible with persistence lengths ranging from 0.3 nm up to approximately 1 nm. Dependence of the persistence length on salt concentration is shown in Figure 3. The chain persistence length first increases with increasing salt concentration and then begins to decrease with addition of further salt. The initial increase is due to the fact that the NaOH is behaving as a titrant increasing the fraction of ionized groups along the polymer backbone. These ionized groups stiffen the polymer chain, resulting in an increase in persistence length. As more sodium hydroxide is added, the persistence length decreases, which is expected because the added salt ions screen electrostatic interactions between ionized groups along the polymer backbone making the macromolecules more flexible. This is in line with the qualitative results from the Kratky plots where it was seen that at higher salt concentrations the molecules adopted more coiled conformations (and therefore are less stiff). There is also a difference between the two polymers, particularly at low NaOH concentrations. The $p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac has a larger $L_p$ at these concentrations which is due to the close proximity of the charged groups along the backbone and the larger overall amount of charge as compared to $p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac. These two factors both serve to increase the persistence length for $p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac, demonstrating that the specific location of the charges has the ability to tune the polymer conformation in solution. As discussed in the introduction, the most common treatment for the theoretical scaling of persistence length with salt for polyelectrolytes is the work of Odijk and Skolnick and Fixman who showed that for locally stiff polyelectrolytes, the persistence length should scale directly with the inverse of the salt concentration. This relationship holds well for low salt concentrations and for relatively stiff polyelectrolytes. However, at high salt concentrations and for more flexible polyelectrolytes, there is significant deviation from the OSF model. Several experimental and theoretical
Figure 3.1. The titration curves of $p(Nce)_{36ac}$ and $p(NceNme)_{18ac}$
studies have shown that the persistence length of flexible polyelectrolytes is actually inversely proportional to the square root of the salt concentration, or chain persistence length scales linearly with the Debye screening length. These results hold especially well for polyelectrolytes that do not assume locally stiff conformations. Given the very low persistence length values measured here, it’s likely that the polyelectrolytes described in this paper do not adopt locally stiff conformations. Therefore, it is possible to probe the scaling of the persistence length with salt by plotting an equation of the form

\[ L_p = f + g[NaOH]^{-0.5} \]

with constants \( f \) and \( g \) being fitting parameters. Using a linear error minimization, they can be calculated to have the values of \( f=-1.6 \) and \( g=2.1 \) respectively. The negative value of parameter \( f \) is unphysical since it would correspond to a negative bare persistence length. This indicates that the simple scaling analysis is not applicable to the data (most likely due to the short length of the chains) and it is necessary to delve more deeply into the data analysis.

Below we will account for the finite chain length and map our polymers into a discrete chain model with internal bending rigidity\(^{34}\). In the framework of this model,\(^{34}\) chain properties are described by two independent parameters: effective chain bond length \( b \) and chain bending constant \( K \). For effective bond length, we will use a projection length of a bond in zig-zag conformation which gives a value of \( b=0.37 \) nm. In the case of charged polymers, a chain bending constant \( K \) has contributions from the bare chain bending rigidity \( K_0 \) and one coming from electrostatic interactions between ionized groups along the polymer backbone.\(^{35}\)

\[ K \approx K^0 + \frac{l_B \alpha^2}{12b} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( 1 - \frac{m}{N} \right) \exp(-\kappa bm)(1+\kappa bm)m \]  

(2)

where \( l_B \) is the Bjerrum length and \( \alpha \) is the fraction of ionized groups along the polymer backbone. Note that in the case of infinitely long chains, \( N>>1 \), eq 1 can be reduced to the classical OSF expression for chain persistence lengths.\(^{1,2,10}\) Persistence length of a chain with bending rigidity \( K \) and bond length \( b \) is equal to

\[ L_p = \frac{b}{2} \left( \frac{1 + \coth K - K^{-1}}{1 - \coth K + K^{-1}} \right) \approx \begin{cases} \frac{bK}{2}, & \text{for } K \gg 1 \\ \frac{b}{2}, & \text{for } K \ll 1 \end{cases} \]  

(3)

This equation was used to fit the measured persistence length as a function of NaOH concentration as shown in Figure 4 by considering \( K^0 \) in eq 1 as fitting parameter. For both peptoids we used the ionization degree \( \alpha \) obtained from the titration curves (see Table 2). The fitting results are summarized in Table 3. As one can see from the Table, the agreement between experimental and calculated values is very good. The biggest difference is observed for values of the persistence length at highest salt concentration. The value of the bare bending constant \( K^0 \) is larger for the \( p(\text{NceNme})_3\text{ac} \) peptoid which could be due to the longer side chain attached to the main backbone causing some bending rigidity to occur. In Figure 4, we plot the electrostatic contribution to the chain bending constant. All of the data collapses onto a universal line confirming quadratic dependence of the chain persistence length on the Debye screening length.
Figure 3.2. Kratky plots for each polymer solution.
(a) includes the traces for $p$(Nce)$_{36}$ac while (b) includes the traces for $p$(NceNme)$_{18}$ac. For both polymers the solutions with 10x and 30x NaOH equivalents show peaks while the solutions with 1x and 3x NaOH equivalents monotonically increase.
Figure 3.3. The persistence lengths for $p(\text{Nce})_{36}\text{ac}$ and $p(\text{NceNme})_{18}\text{ac}$.

The red dashed line is the best fit line using the expression $L_p = f + g[\text{NaOH}]^{-0.5}$. 
Table 3.3. Best fit values for bare bending constant $K^0$ and chain persistence length $L_p$ using Equations 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>$K^0$</th>
<th>$L_p$ (fit)</th>
<th>$L_p$(nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$p$(Nce)$_{36}$</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$p$(NceNme)$_{18}$</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.4. Electrostatic contribution to the chain persistence length as a function of the reduced Debye screening length.
Experimental data for \( p(\text{NceNme})_{18} \) are shown as open circles and those for \( p(\text{Nce})_{36} \) shown as filled circles. The solid line corresponds to equation 2.
3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, a model system has been used to study the effect of charge placement on the single chain conformation of a polyelectrolyte in aqueous solution. Polypeptoids containing ionizable groups on every monomer or containing ionizable groups on every other monomer were synthesized and their single chain conformation analyzed using small angle neutron scattering. It was shown that at low salt concentrations, the polypeptoid with closer charge placements had a higher persistence length due to the increased level of ionic repulsion between groups. At higher salt concentrations, both polymers showed a decrease in persistence length that scales as the inverse square root of the positive ion concentration, matching previous theoretical and experimental work. These results will aid in the understanding of biopolymer behavior, and will also help in designing and understanding polypeptoid mesoscale assemblies.
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Chapter 4. Experimental Validation of the HP Model for Globule Formation

Reproduced with permission from Alexei R. Khokhlov, Pavel G. Khalatur, Rachel A. Segalman, Ronald N. Zuckermann, 2012 in preparation

Understanding the driving forces for the collapse of a polymer chain from a random coil to a globule would be invaluable in enabling scientists to predict the folding of polypeptide sequences into defined tertiary structures. The HP model considers hydrophobic collapse to be the major driving force for protein-folding. However, due to the inherent presence of chirality and hydrogen bonding in polypeptides, it has been difficult to experimentally test the ability of hydrophobic forces to independently drive structural transitions. In this work, we use polypeptoids, which lack backbone hydrogen bonding and chirality, to probe the exclusive effect of hydrophobicity on the coil to globule collapse. Two sequences containing the same composition of only hydrophobic “H” N-methylglycine and polar “P” N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine monomers are shown to have very different globule collapse behaviors due only to the difference in their monomer sequence. As compared to a repeating sequence with an even distribution of H and P monomers, a designed protein-like sequence collapses into a more compact globule in aqueous solution as evidenced by small angle x-ray scattering, dynamic light scattering and probing with environmentally-sensitive fluorophores. The free energy change for the coil to globule transition was determined by equilibrium denaturant titration with acetonitrile. Using a two-state model, the protein-like sequence is shown to have a much greater driving force for globule formation, as well as a higher m-value, indicating increased cooperativity for the collapse transition. This difference in globule collapse behavior validates the ability of the HP model to describe structural transitions based solely on hydrophobic forces.

4.1. Introduction

Protein folding is an inherently complex process involving a multiplicity of forces and interactions. Predicting a tertiary structure from a polypeptide sequence has presented a long-standing challenge to the scientific community. It is a fairly well established principle that hydrophobicity serves as one of the most important driving forces for protein assembly. Capitalizing on this idea, Ken Dill and others have developed a computational framework known as the HP model in which only two types of monomers, hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) are considered. With this dramatically reduced set of interactions, polymer sequences can be computationally designed to fold into defined structures. A key experimental realization of this theory has been work by Michael Hecht’s group to analyze the HP sequence patterns in combinatorial variants of existing proteins. For example, a sequence known to form a 4-helix bundle was randomized while still maintaining the same pattern of H and P residues. Overwhelmingly, the mutated proteins still formed 4-helix bundles, demonstrating that the particular side chain was not as important as the hydrophobic or polar character of the amino acid.

Given that hydrophobicity has been shown to have such a strong effect on protein folding, efforts have focused on ways to design polypeptide sequences that include targeted hydrophobic and polar regions to induce folding. However, it is difficult to isolate the hydrophobic interactions, making de novo protein design a complex process in which the effect of different forces can be convoluted. Scientists have turned to simpler transitions such as globule formation...
to try and understand the forces that influence molecular assembly. Globule formation has been described as one of the first steps along the path to a folded protein, and hydrophobic interactions have been shown to have a large impact on this transition. Many groups have used theoretical means to postulate how a monomer sequence in the HP model affects globule formation, including the effect of the relative fraction of hydrophobic monomers to polar monomers, the degree of hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic monomers, the overall length of the chain, the importance of large contiguous sections of H or P monomers, and even the ability of ionic interactions to impact the collapse process. One of the most extensive efforts has been the theoretical work performed by Khokhlov and Khalatur (KK) demonstrating that copolymers with blocky (or protein-like) distributions of monomers form more stable globules than corresponding random sequences where the monomers are more evenly distributed throughout the chain. They also predicted that the coil to globule transition for the protein-like molecules were sharper and occurred at a higher temperature than those for the random sequences. Both results showed a clear difference in collapse behavior based solely on the sequence of the molecule.

Experimental efforts in this area have lagged behind computational efforts due to the synthetic challenges inherent in generating precise sequence-specific polymers in quantity. The use of polypeptides would seem obvious, but due to their inherent chirality and backbone hydrogen bonding, it is difficult to directly study the impact of hydrophobic interactions. Alternatively, in most synthetic polymer systems where it might be possible to create a system with isolated HP interactions, it is nearly impossible to obtain the level of sequence control necessary to probe the effect of H and P monomer sequence on the coil to globule transition. Genzer and coworkers elegantly demonstrated the chemical labeling of surface exposed monomers in a collapsed polystyrene globule, generating protein-like sequences. However, assessment of exact chain sequence information was not possible.

Given the difficulties mentioned above, polypeptoids or poly N-substituted glycines are an ideal model system for understanding sequence effects on the hydrophobic collapse of polymers chains. Their stepwise submonomer synthesis is efficient, with 99% or greater conversion for most monomer additions and provides sequence control, allowing for the creation of sequence-specific chains in the 50 monomer range with excellent precision. In addition to their synthetic tractability, polypeptoids are known to possess flexible backbones, and self-assemble into protein-like structures in aqueous solution making them ideal candidates for studying fundamental self-assembly in the form of coil to globule transitions. The peptoid backbone is nearly identical to that of polypeptides, making chain measurements biologically relevant. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, polypeptoids also have no backbone hydrogen bonding or chirality, allowing the study of hydrophobic forces in isolation, making them an excellent model system for experimentally validating the HP model.

In this work, we designed and synthesized two polypeptoid 100mer sequences containing only the H and P monomers in order to probe their coil to globule transitions (Figure 4.1). One of the sequences was designed using the KK method to be a “protein-like” sequence that contained longer stretches of both the hydrophobic and polar monomers. The other “repeating” sequence contained the shortest possible stretches of both monomers. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and environmentally-sensitive fluorescence probe measurements were used to show that the protein-like sequence collapses into a tighter globule in aqueous solution than that formed by the repeating sequence. In addition, the transition of the protein-like molecule from the globule state to the coil state was shown to exhibit a significantly
higher unfolding free energy and that the transition is more cooperative than that of the repeating sequence molecule, indicating the importance of sequence on the folding behavior of a biomimetic molecule.

4.2. Experimental Section

Sequence design

The sequence generation was carried out according to methods previously published\textsuperscript{11, 12, 18}. The length and specific side chains were designed specifically for this synthetic system. A sequence design procedure aimed at obtaining the protein-like polypeptide chain containing 20% aspartic acid residues denoted as “P” and 80% alanine residues denoted as “H” was carried out. The resulting polypeptide chain was then translated into a polypeptoid chain by using an N-methyl side chain for the H residue and an N-2-carboxyethyl side chain as the P residue. First, a homopolymer globule from 100 H units was generated, using Accelrys Discovery Studio 2.5 and all-atom molecular dynamics with the AMBER96 force field. To construct a target protein-like H/P sequence, we perform globule surface "coloring". By "coloring" we mean the change of a given monomer type: monomer units in the center of the globule are assigned to be H-type units, while monomer units belonging to globular surface are assigned to be P-type units. The "coloring" is applied to the units mostly exposed to water at the surface of the globule. After the formation of initial H-P sequence, we allow the macromolecule to undergo a coil-to-globule transition and then we "recolor" a refolded globule. Each globular structure is obtained during 1 ns simulated annealing run (we start from 1000 K and then cool the system to 300 K). After that the system is again relaxed during another 1 ns run. In this way, we obtain a heteropolymer chain with a new primary sequence and all steps described above are performed again for the chain with a new sequence. After several attempts, we reach the regime when practically all of P units remain robustly located at the globular surface even after refolding, while the globular core is composed mostly of H units.

Synthesis and conjugation

Polypeptoids were synthesized on a commercial robotic synthesizer Aapptec Apex 396 on 100 mg of Rink amide polystyrene resin (0.6 mmol/g, Novabiochem, San Diego, CA) using the procedure previously detailed\textsuperscript{31, 32}. All primary amine monomers, solvents, and reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used without further purification. The β-alanineOtbu-HCl was purchased from ChemImpex and used after freebasing by extraction from dichloromethane (DCM) and basic water. The resulting compound was confirmed by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR. All primary amine submonomers were dissolved in N-methyl pyrrolidinone at a concentration of 1.5 M and all displacement times were 60 minutes for the first 15 monomer additions cycles 90 minutes for the next 15 and 120 minutes for the remainder. All polypeptoids were acetylated on the resin and purified using reverse phase HPLC as previously described\textsuperscript{31}. The mass and purity were confirmed using reverse phase analytical HPLC and MALDI and representative traces and spectra are shown below. Upon the synthesis of the 50mer components, the two molecules were then clicked together using an alkyne-azide reaction. An alkyne group was added to the N-terminus of the 50mer polypeptoid still attached to the polystyrene resin by the addition of a propargyl amine submonomer in a 51\textsuperscript{st} monomer addition cycle. For the other component, an azide group was added by first bromacylating the polymer while it was still attached to the polystyrene resin and then substituted for the bromine using sodium azide. The click reaction (scheme 4.1) was performed by reacting the propargylated compound A, (23 mM)
Figure 4.1. Protein-like and repeating sequence polypeptoid 100mers.
The polypeptoids were synthesized by clicking two HPLC-purified 50mers together. Each monomer is represented by a circle where the red circles are the hydrophilic and polar N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine (P) monomer while the blue circles are hydrophobic N-methylglycine (H) monomers. Compound 1 is composed of a protein-like sequence of monomers with block sections of each type of monomer, while compound 2 has an even distribution of monomers. Both molecules have an identical composition of exactly 80 hydrophobic monomers and 20 hydrophilic monomers and a molecular weight of 8517 g/mol.
Scheme 4.1. The click reaction was employed to ligate two 50-mers to create a 100mer of defined sequence.
Table 4.1. HPLC and mass spectrometry of 50mer and 100mer peptoids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Observed mass/Expected mass</th>
<th>% Purity*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4290.3/4288.4</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4232.0/4232.4</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4289.6/4288.4</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4235.9/4232.4</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8512/8517.5</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8514/8517.5</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*after HPLC purification.
Figure 4.2. Representative analytical traces and MALDI spectra.
MALDI spectra of peptoid 100mer (a) shows a molecular weight of 8517 while the spectra of a propargylated 50mer, compound 2a (b), shows a molecular weight of 4289. The analytical traces show both 50mers are eluted after 5 minutes in a 0-50% gradient over 17 minutes while the 100mer eluted at close to 9 minutes.
with 2 equivalents of azide-modified compound B, (46 mM) in 200 µL of water. Copper(II) sulfate (5x, 115 mM) and ascorbic acid (6x, 138 mM) were added and the solution was mixed at 70°C for 24 hours. The excess copper was removed by stirring over basic alumina for 2 hours. The resulting compound was purified by a 0-30% acetonitrile gradient on reverse phase HPLC. Representative analytical HPLC and MALDI analysis of the 50mer and 100mer peptoids are shown in Figure 4.2.

**Self-Assembly Solutions**

In order to probe aqueous assembly, the molecules were dissolved at 1 mg/mL (0.12 mM) in 25 mM Tris HCl pH 8 buffer. The solutions were sonicated for approximately 30 seconds to ensure dissolution of the molecules and were then annealed at 70°C for 4 hours.

**Two-State Model**

The equation below was fit to the R<sub>g</sub> measurements with R<sub>g, coil</sub> and R<sub>g, globule</sub> calculated by averaging the 3 points at either end of the curve. The percentage of acetonitrile in the solution is represented by [acn]. R is the ideal gas constant (kcal/mol K<sup>-1</sup>) and T is temperature in Kelvin. ΔG<sub>CG</sub>(H<sub>2</sub>O) is the free energy change for the coil to globule transition and m is the denaturant dependence of free energy. These two values were calculated by a least-squares fit of the above equation to the measured data.

**Fluorescence probe measurements**

Nile red (9-diethylamino-5-benzo[α]phenoxazinone), was added at 2 µM concentration to the self assembly solutions. The Nile red was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as is without further purification. The solution was placed into a quartz cuvette inside a Jobin Yvon FluoroMax Fluorometer and excited at 586 nm. The resulting emission spectrum was then collected at a scan rate of 1 nm/s.

**Dynamic Light Scattering**

The hydrodynamic radius of the molecules was characterized using dynamic light scattering on a Viscotek DLS model #802. The solution was loaded into a quartz cuvette and correlation functions were obtained for a period of 4 s. A diffusion coefficient was found through the correlation functions and Stokes Einstein equation used to find a hydrodynamic radius assuming a spherical particle.

**Small Angle X-Ray Scattering**

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) was performed at Beamline 1-4 at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory and Beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. At the ALS, the beamline was configured with an X-ray wavelength of λ = 1.240 Å and focused to a spot size of 50 μm by 300 μm. Two-dimensional scattering patterns were collected on an ADSC CCD detector with an active area of 188 mm by 188 mm. The isotropic scattering patterns were radially averaged, and the scattering intensity was corrected with the post-ion chamber intensity using Nika version 1.18. At SSRL, the beamline was
configured with an X-ray wavelength of \( \lambda = 1.488 \, \text{Å} \) and focused to a 0.5 mm diameter spot. A single quadrant of a two-dimensional scattering pattern was collected on a CCD detector with an active area of 25.4 by 25.4 mm. The two-dimensional profiles were radially averaged and corrected for detector null signal, dark current, and empty cell scattering. In both cases, the data was plotted on a Guinier plot and fitted to obtain a radius of gyration.

### 4.3. Results and Discussion

In this study, two 100mer polypeptoids of exact sequence and absolute monodispersity were synthesized, one with a protein-like sequence as designed using KK theoretical methods\(^{11,12} \), and another with an even distribution of “H” and “P” monomers (Figure 4.1). The simulation work leading to the generation of the protein-like sequence for compound 1 is detailed in the Experimental Methods as well as the synthetic details. The H monomer, an \( N \)-methylglycine (or sarcosine), was chosen to be sufficiently hydrophobic to drive globule formation, but not too hydrophobic such that the polymer would become insoluble in aqueous solution. The P monomer was designed to be polar and negatively charged and thus an \( N \)-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine side chain, similar to glutamic acid, was chosen. Probing protein folding on a scale relevant to biological molecules requires chains of at least 100 residues. However, stepwise synthesis of a 100mer is difficult even with the high coupling efficiencies of submonomer peptoid synthesis. Therefore segment condensation was used to link two HPLC purified solid phase synthesized 50mers to yield a peptoid 100mer, the longest sequence-specific polypeptoid ever created. The peptoid polymers were dissolved at a concentration of 1 mg/mL (120 \( \mu \text{M} \)) in 25mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0. It was expected that in aqueous solution, the molecules would collapse into a globule, and upon the introduction of a nonpolar solvent, such as acetonitrile, they would unfold their hydrophobic cores and the transition from globule to random coil could be analyzed.

The first objective in characterizing these compounds was to determine their radii of gyration, as this provides much insight into the globule conformation. Using small angle x-ray scattering, the \( R_g \) of compound 1, the protein-like sequence, in buffer was determined to be 2.1 ± 0.09 nm while the \( R_g \) of compound 2, the repeating sequence, was 2.6 ± 0.21 nm in buffer (Figure 4.3). These values are slightly larger than the \( R_g \) for a protein of an analogous size. For example, crotapotin, a protein with a molecular weight of 9.0 kDa has a measured \( R_g \) of 1.4 nm\(^{33} \). This is likely due to the tighter packing of a folded protein structure, and is not unexpected since the polyanionic nature of these polypeptoids will result in increased electrostatic repulsion in smaller globule sizes. Native polypeptides typically have a mix of negative and positive charges yielding denser structures due to electrostatic interactions. The smaller \( R_g \) of compound 1 as compared to the \( R_g \) of compound 2, even though the two polymers are of identical molecular weight and chemical composition, indicates that it is more tightly folded in its globule state. The longer blocks of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues in compound 1 allow the molecule to collapse more fully while compound 2 remains in a loosely collapsed state resulting in a larger \( R_g \).

Equilibrium denaturant titration with increasing concentrations of a nonpolar solvent such as acetonitrile was expected to cause the molecules to unfold from a globule to their coil state. Therefore, solutions at varying percentages of acetonitrile were made and the \( R_g \) for each solution determined using SAXS. Plotting the \( R_g \) of each compound against the acetonitrile concentration in solution (Figure 4.3), the unfolding of each polymer is readily apparent. Both molecules remain collapsed at low acetonitrile concentrations with nearly constant \( R_g \)’s and, upon the addition of acetonitrile, unfold to nearly identical \( R_g \)’s of about 3.5 nm. Compound 2 begins to show an increased \( R_g \) around 7M acetonitrile after which its \( R_g \) slowly increases,
demonstrating a gradual unfolding transition. In contrast, the protein-like compound 1 stays folded until about 10M acetonitrile, and the subsequent transition is much sharper, indicating that the globule is more stable and the unfolding transition is highly cooperative.

The difference in the two unfolding transition curves as seen in Figure 4.3 can be approximated by fitting the $R_g$ data using a two-state model as described by Santoro and Bolen and as previously utilized for folded polypeptides. Using the method detailed in supplemental information, $\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$, the free energy of the coil to globule transition, and $m$, the denaturant dependence of that folding free energy $\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$, were calculated (Table 4.2). The larger $\Delta G_{CG}$ (H$_2$O) for compound 1 (42.5 kcal/mol vs. 7.7 kcal/mol) can be attributed to a lower free energy for the globule state of compound 1 as compared to compound 2. The unfolding energy is therefore significantly larger ($\Delta \Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$ is 34.8 kcal/mol). The value of $m$ for compound 1 is also significantly greater than that for compound 2 (3.6 kcal mole$^{-1}$ M$^{-1}$ vs. 0.7 kcal mole$^{-1}$ M$^{-1}$), which can be attributed to the difference in the coil to globule transition behavior of the protein-like molecule. Larger $m$ values are associated with more cooperativity in folding as well as increased hydrophobic burial within a folded site. The protein-like molecule therefore has increased hydrophobic burial due to the ability of the chain to fold and accommodate the hydrophobic residues at the center of its collapsed globule. The values of $\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$ seen here are significantly larger than those usually seen for protein-folding (which are usually < 10 kcal/mol), although previous researchers have shown a value of 22 kcal/mol for a molten globule transition indicating that perhaps the coil-globule transition has an inherently higher energy difference that that of protein-folding. Regardless, the difference in $\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$ for compounds 1 and 2 matches well with the behavior previously predicted by the modeling work of KK, where thermal unfolding was used to compare globule stability. These simulations predicted a lower energy for a collapsed protein-like molecule as well as an increased unfolding cooperativity, qualitatively matching the measurements made here.

In conjunction with the radius of gyration, the hydrodynamic radius, $R_h$, as measured by dynamic light scattering, can be used to probe the shape of the peptoid polymer chains. In aqueous buffer solution, the $R_h$ of compound 1 is 3.4 nm while the $R_h$ of compound 2 is 3.3 nm (Figure 4.4). While these values are very similar for the two molecules, the characteristic ratio of $R_g/R_h$, defined as $\rho$, can reveal information about the shape of the polymer. This value is theoretically predicted for both a tightly compacted spherical globule (0.77) and for an expanded coil (1.5-2). The $R_h$ was measured in aqueous conditions as well as in 80% acetonitrile solution and $\rho$ was subsequently calculated (Table 4.3). Interestingly, for both molecules the $R_g$ increased with the introduction of acetonitrile while the $R_h$ decreased slightly. The increase in $R_g$ is expected, as the mean distance between the N and C termini increases as they transition to the coil state. The decrease in $R_h$ is most likely due to the non-spherical nature of the coils, while the calculation of $R_h$ uses the Stokes-Einstein equation and therefore assumes a sphere. There is also an increase in the breadth of the peak for the $R_h$ in the case of acetonitrile solutions, which is likely due to the coil state being more polydisperse than the globule state. Importantly, the ratio $\rho$ indicates that for both compounds, a globule is formed in aqueous solution with ratios close to 0.77 and a coil conformation is adopted in the acetonitrile solution with ratios above 1.5.
Figure 4.3. Equilibrium denaturant titration of peptoid globules with acetonitrile.
The radius of gyration as determined by SAXS was determined as a function of acetonitrile concentration for the protein-like compound 1 and repeating sequence compound 2. The polymers were dissolved at 1 mg/mL (120 µM) in 25 mM Tris, pH 8.0. The blue squares are for the compound 1 while the red circles are for compound 2. The lines were fit using a two state model.
Table 4.2. Calculated values from a two-state model
The model was fit to the $R_g$ values obtained from equilibrium acetonitrile titration of peptoids 1 and 2. Higher values of both $\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$ and $m$ for compound 1 indicate increased driving force and cooperativity for the collapse transition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$\Delta G_{CG}(H_2O)$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$m$ (kcal/mol M$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>3.63 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4. Hydrodynamic radius as measured using dynamic light scattering. The blue lines are for compound 1 while the red lines are compound 2. The $R_h$'s that are measured are then used to calculate $\rho$, the ratio of $R_g/R_h$. 
Table 4.3. The characteristic ratio, $\rho$, for each compound in buffer and in 80% acetonitrile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$\rho$ (in buffer)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (in 80% acetonitrile)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further information about the nature of the globules formed can be gained through the use of environmentally-sensitive fluorescent probes. The fluorescence behavior of dyes such as Nile Red or ANS is strongly dependent upon the polarity of its surrounding environment, leading to its use as a probe for hydrophobic cores in molten globule or folded proteins. The fluorescence increases when the dye is located in a hydrophobic region, allowing the study of the arrangement of H and P residues within a collapsed structure. In this study, Nile red was added at 2 µM to buffer solutions of both compounds 1 and 2 (120 µM) as well as a control solution of a homopolypeptoid 36mer containing only relatively polar N-2-methoxyethyl side chains. In Figure 3.5, the emission peaks for each of these polymers is shown. As expected, the control polymer containing only methoxyethyl side chains shows no emission peaks due to its well solvated conformation in aqueous solution. In contrast, compound 1 has a strong emission peak, indicating that the hydrophobic core of the collapsed globule is the most isolated from the hydrophilic environment. Compound 2 shows weaker fluorescence (~20% of compound 1) due to the fact that it is forming a globule in solution as evidenced by the value of ρ indicating globule formation (Table 4.3). There is essentially no shift of the peak maximum (compound 1, 663 nm; compound 2, 662 nm) suggesting that the signal is still coming from Nile red molecules located within a hydrophobic region in the compound 2 case, but the region is providing less intense signal than that from compound 1. This supports the conclusion from the previous scattering (SAXS) measurements that a globule is formed from compound 2. However, this globule appears to be less well folded, leading to a lower intensity of emission as compared to compound 1. The larger blocks of H and P monomers along the protein-like chain allow it to fold into a more intact globule, while the repeating sequence cannot adopt a conformation in which the hydrophobic residues can be isolated and thus shows a lower emission peak from the Nile red.
Figure 4.5. Nile red fluorescence showing an increased emission peak from the protein-like sequence. All solutions were excited at 586 nm and the emission peaks are shown above. Compound 2 clearly has a decreased emission peak when compared to compound 1, indicating a looser globule formation. Compound 3 is a control homopolymer of 36 N-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine residues and as expected it shows no fluorescence.
4.4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a protein-like polymer sequence was generated using theoretical computational methods based on an HP model. The model polypeptoid system utilized in this work allowed the direct study of the impact of hydrophobic sequence patterning in complete isolation from any other interfering factors such as hydrogen bonding or chirality. Taken together, the SAXS, DLS and fluorescence data demonstrate a fundamental difference between the coil to globule transition behavior of the protein-like polymer sequence which has longer blocks of H and P monomers, and a regular, repeating sequence containing the exact same monomer composition, and has the shortest possible stretches of H and P monomers. Size measurements, through light and x-ray scattering, as well as fluorescence measurements show a distinct difference in the globule formed by the two polypeptoids in aqueous solution. Additionally, the unfolding of the two molecules due to the addition of a hydrophobic solvent, acetonitrile, was shown to be markedly different. A significantly larger $\Delta G$ for the transition from coil to globule as well as a higher $m$ value were measured for the protein-like polypeptoid, indicating increased cooperativity and buried hydrophobic residues for the protein-like sequence as compared to a control repeating sequence.

This provides one of the first experimental results supporting previous theoretical work demonstrating the impact of hydrophobic sequence patterning on coil to globule collapse. Furthermore, this work provides some basic rules to enable the design of folded, single-chain biomimetic nanostructures. Using this approach, it should be possible to create water-soluble polymer micelles with defined interior and exterior residues, with controlled diameters and controlled densities, which could enable new class of drug delivery vehicles. More generally, the ability to fold non-natural polymers into defined structures could allow a new generation of robust protein-mimetic materials capable of specific molecular recognition and catalysis.
4.4. Appendix
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Chapter 5. Hierarchical Self-assembly of a Biomimetic Diblock Copolypeptoid into Homochiral Superhelices


5.1. Introduction

Hierarchical self assembly is a hallmark of biological materials. Systems ranging from nacre\(^1\) to collagen fibrils\(^2\) have been heralded for advantageous properties, such as their mechanical strength, that stem from unique layered structures. The precise order of these materials on the micron and millimeter scales arises from atomically-defined interactions at the nanometer and even subnanometer level. Understanding the relationship between these interactions has great implications for the design of new materials with controllable order across many length scales\(^3\).

Although examples of hierarchical polypeptide structures abound in nature\(^4\)-\(^6\), the \textit{de novo} design of such systems is still a major challenge.\(^7\) The molecular complexity of polypeptide interactions makes it difficult to engineer their self-assembly. Hydrophobic and ionic forces are joined by backbone chirality and hydrogen bonding, making it challenging to isolate or understand the effect of any parameter in particular. Thus, most efforts in the \textit{de novo} design of folded and self-assembling peptides have focused on relatively short chain lengths\(^8\). The utility of engineered peptide structures in the design of structured biomaterials has been proven by the diversity of achievable structures including flat tapes, tubes and spheres\(^9\), as well as by the insights gained into mechanisms ranging from amyloid fibril formation\(^10\) to antimicrobial peptide cytotoxicity\(^11\). \textit{De novo} peptide systems are thus attractive for specific biotechnological applications\(^3\), but simpler biomimetic polymer systems may allow the development of straightforward design rules for the engineering of self assembled materials. Therefore, a tunable and synthetically robust system that can mimic the atomic level ordering in biological systems while allowing system engineering is desired for both materials applications and fundamental investigations of biomacromolecular self assembly.

Polymer scientists have developed comparatively simpler model systems that allow controlled engineering of self assembled structures in aqueous solution. Charged amphiphilic block copolymers have emerged as a particularly interesting class of nanoscale building blocks due to their ability to build hierarchical levels of structure by drawing upon the interplay between the ionic and hydrophobic interactions\(^12,13\). For example, the most well studied system in this category, poly(styrene)-\textit{b}-poly(acrylic acid), has been shown to self-assemble into a variety of structures in solution including hierarchical compound micelles, spheres, rods and vesicles. The identity of the self assembled structure depends on the solvent and the relative mole fractions of the chargeable block\(^14\). Additionally, the charges on many ionizable polymers, including polyacrylic acid, are amphoteric leading to pH dependent supramolecular structures\(^15\)-\(^17\). However, while these structures can have internal ordering qualitatively similar to biological structures such as amyloid\(^18\) or collagen fibers\(^19\), the inherent polydispersity in main chain length and lack of sequence specificity pose a limit for the achievable order on the atomic level\(^3\). The lack of ability to introduce functional monomers (chiral, charged, hydrophobic, etc.) at specific locations means that only complete changes to entire block chemistries are possible.
Here we use peptoid polymers to explore the aqueous self-assembly of amphiphilic diblock copolymers. Polypeptoid chemistry is attractive as it combines the sequence specificity of biological systems with the more controllable intra/intermolecular interactions, robustness and ease of synthesis of traditional synthetic polymers. Polypeptoids are a class of biomimetic sequence specific polymers synthesized via a solid-supported submonomer method. The backbone is identical to that of a polypeptide, but the side chain is attached to the nitrogen rather than the alpha carbon. This difference eliminates hydrogen bonding in the backbone and also eliminates the main chain chirality, allowing the control of desired interactions through the introduction of specific side chains. Additionally, the use of a primary amine as the submonomer opens up a wealth of chemical functionalities for the side chains, making it possible to control and fine-tune the intra- and intermolecular forces simply by changing individual side chains.

Simple polypeptoid sequence patterns have been shown to form very well ordered nanoscale materials. These characteristics make polypeptoids an ideal system for understanding macromolecular self assembly and building robust materials with atomic level ordering.

The lack of backbone chirality in polypeptoids allows the introduction of chirality through side chain insertion only when desired. This type of chiral control has been used in synthetic systems to influence the handedness of the resulting self assembled super structures, particularly in helices. Nolte et al., were able to derive chirality in a self assembled super helix from the handedness of the alpha-helix of a polyisocyanopeptide building block. In addition to supramolecular chirality arising from molecular chirality, there are also cases where supramolecular helical chirality results from achiral molecules such as small molecules and liquid crystals. In these cases, the chiral self assembled structures are a racemic mixture or are influenced via mechanical forces such as stirring. The sequence specificity of the polypeptoids and the lack of backbone chirality provide a framework for investigating the effects of molecular chirality on supramolecular chirality.

We present here a hierarchically self-assembled super helix structure with uniform pitch (429 ± 105 nm) and diameter (624 ± 69 nm) arising from a partially charged amphiphilic diblock copolypetoid. The super helices are remarkably homochiral despite the achiral nature of all components. The adaptable chemistry of the system has been used to make systematic changes to the polymer in the form of closely related analogs, and from those changes an in depth understanding of the internal structure and the role of charge location and density in the self-assembly has been obtained. The origin of the chirality has also been investigated and further work will focus on this issue.

5.2. Experimental Section

Synthesis

Polypeptoids were synthesized on a custom robotic synthesizer or a commercial Aapptec Apex 396 robotic synthesizer on 100 mg of Rink amide polystyrene resin (0.6 mmol/g, Novabiochem, San Diego). All primary amine submonomers, solvents, and reagents described here were purchased from commercial sources and used without further purification. N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine was made from the beta-alanine O-tBu ester hydrochloride submonomer. The submonomer was freebased by extraction from dichloromethane and basic water. A similar procedure was used to freebase the beta-alaninamide hydrochloride monomer. In this case the freebase solvent was ethyl acetate/methanol 3:2 (v/v). The polypeptoid synthesis procedure was a modified version of methods previously described using the primary amines shown in Table 1.
in 1.5 M concentration. Sixty minute displacement times were used for the first 15 residues and 90 minutes for the remaining residues. All other synthesis conditions were identical to those previously reported. Peptoid chains were cleaved from the resin by addition of 4.0 mL of a 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 5% water solution for 60 minutes, which was then evaporated off under a stream of nitrogen gas. This treatment also served to remove the tert-butyl protecting groups from the carboxyethyl groups. Following cleavage, peptoids were dissolved in 4.0 mL of 1:1 (v/v) acetonitrile/water and lyophilized twice to a fluffy white powder.

Each polypeptoid was characterized by analytical reverse-phase HPLC using a C4 column (Vydac 214TP, 5 μm, 4.6 x 150 mm) on a Varian ProStar system (Palo Alto, CA). The column was maintained at 60°C while a 30 minute linear gradient of 5-95% solvent B in solvent A was used (solvent A = 0.1% TFA in water, solvent B = 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile). All peptoids were purified by reverse-phase prep HPLC on a Varian ProStar system equipped with a Varian Model 345 UV-Vis Dual Wavelength detector (214 and 260 nm) and a C4 column (Vydac HPLC Protein C4 column, 10-15 μm, 22 x 250 mm) using a linear gradient of 50-100% solvent B in solvent A over 40 minutes at a flow rate of 10 ml/min (solvent A = 0.1% TFA in water, solvent B = 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile). All of the sidechains used are listed in Table 1 along with their abbreviations. Each polymer is named by using the abbreviations of the appropriate sidechains along with a subscript indicating the number of repeats of a given monomer in a row. All of the polymers synthesized are shown in Table 2 along with their purities and observed molecular weight. The purity was determined using the analytical reverse-phase HPLC detailed above and the molecular weight was determined using an Applied Biosystems MALDI TOF/TOF Analyzer 4800 with a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of peptoid (2 mg/mL in 1:1 acetonitrile:water) and 1, 8, 9,-dianthracenetriol dissolved in tetrahydrofuran at 10 mg/mL.

Self assembly solutions
The amphiphilic molecules were dissolved in water at a concentration between 1-10 mg/mL using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to adjust the pH to the desired value. Once the NaOH was added the solutions were allowed to sit at room temperature undisturbed. In order to image the self-assembled structures using AFM or SEM, a drop of solution was placed on an oxygen plasma cleaned silicon wafer. After waiting 10 minutes, the excess liquid was wicked away and the substrate washed once with water. To image using TEM, the same technique was used but a carbon-coated copper 200 mesh grid was used instead of the silicon wafer.

X-ray diffraction
The x-ray diffraction experiments were performed at beamline 8.3.1 and beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Samples were prepared by evaporating the solvent from the solutions using a Genevac. Data presented in the supplemental information shows that the solid state patterns had identical peak locations to those found in solution scattering patterns (Figure 5.A.3). However, signal to noise was greatly increased and acquisition time decreased by using solid samples. X-rays of 11.11 keV were focused onto the sample and a two dimensional CCD array was used to collect the scattered x-rays after transmission through the sample. The signal was then radially integrated to obtain a 1D plot of intensity versus scattering angle.
Table 5.1. Chemical structure of the peptoid monomers used and their abbreviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side chain (R=)</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nce</td>
<td>$\text{Nce} = N$-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Npe</td>
<td>$\text{Npe} = N$-(2-phenylethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbn</td>
<td>$\text{Nbn} = N$-(benzyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Npp</td>
<td>$\text{Npp} = N$-(3-phenyl-1-propyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nrpe</td>
<td>$\text{Nrpe} = N$-((R)-(+)-1-phenylethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nspe</td>
<td>$\text{Nspe} = N$-((S)-(−)-1-phenylethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbm</td>
<td>$\text{Nbm} = N$-(2-carboxamidoethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nme</td>
<td>$\text{Nme} = N$-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 5.2. All of the polymers synthesized and used in this article.
The monomers and their abbreviations are shown in Table 5.1. The subscript in the name indicates the repeat units of that monomer. The observed molecular weights are from MALDI-TOF and the purity was obtained on an analytical HPLC after prep HPLC purification. ND=not determined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Molecular Weight</th>
<th>Observed Molecular Weight</th>
<th>Purity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Npe}<em>{15}\text{Nce}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4372.1</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Npe}<em>{20}\text{Nce}</em>{20}$</td>
<td>5823.3</td>
<td>5825.2</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Nrpe}<em>{15}\text{Nce}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4365.8</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Nspe}<em>{15}\text{Nce}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4377.3</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Nce}<em>{15}\text{Npe}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4371.0</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Npe}<em>{14}\text{Nrpe}</em>{1}\text{Nce}_{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4371.0</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Npe}<em>{14}\text{Nspe}</em>{1}\text{Nce}_{15}$</td>
<td>4371.5</td>
<td>4372.0</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Npp}<em>{15}\text{Nce}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4582.1</td>
<td>4581.8</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p\text{Nbn}<em>{15}\text{Nce}</em>{15}$</td>
<td>4161.3</td>
<td>4164.0</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Results and Discussion

A model diblock polypeptoid system analogous to poly(styrene-\(b\)-acrylic acid), one of the most well studied chargeable amphiphilic block copolymers was chosen.\(^{14,31}\) The diblock copolypeptoid, \(N^\prime\)-(2-phenethyl)glycine-\(b\)-\(N^\prime\)-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine, \(p\)Npe\(_{15}\)Nce\(_{15}\) (Table 5.2), has one hydrophobic block containing 2-phenethyl sidechains and one hydrophilic block containing 2-carboxyethyl sidechains. The carboxyl groups can be deprotonated to become negatively charged to differing degrees depending on pH. In addition to similarities to poly(styrene-\(b\)-poly acrylic acid), the phenethyl and carboxyethyl sidechains are identical to those known to form \(\beta\)-amyloid fibrils when found on a polypeptide chain.\(^{32}\) In the case of polypeptides, it has been shown that a sequence as short as just a dimer of phenylalanine can form nanotubes demonstrating the importance of aromatic interactions to the self-assembly process.\(^{33,34}\)

After automated synthesis and HPLC purification, \(p\)Npe\(_{15}\)Nce\(_{15}\) was dissolved in water at a concentration of 0.1 mM and the pH adjusted to 6.8 using 0.5 equivalents of NaOH per carboxyl side chain. Sheet like structures formed within 24 hours and were imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 5.1) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Figure 5.1b). The sheets range from several hundred nanometers up to many microns in length and width, and their edges appear quite straight. AFM analysis of 10 sheets showed the sheet thickness to be very uniform at 7.8 ± 0.53 nm. Given that the fully extended length of a single peptoid chain is approximately 11 nm, it is thought that the sheets consist of interdigitated bilayers formed due to the amphiphilic nature of the molecules. In this scenario, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, the hydrophobic portion of the molecule is embedded in the interior of the sheet in order to minimize contact with water while the charged hydrophilic block faces outward, exposed to the aqueous solution. Superhelical structures, seen in Figure 5.3, appear after 4-7 days in solution.

Over this transitional period, no intermediate structures between the sheets and helices were observed. However, the coexistence of sheets and helices in the same sample has been observed, indicating that any intermediate structure must be relatively short lived. The wide time range of self-assembly indicates the pathway is kinetically controlled and it is possible there are several self-assembly pathways. The superhelical structures are abundant and stable after formation, lasting many months in solution. Filtration and HPLC analysis showed that over 83% of the peptoid mass is present in the self-assembled helical structures (Appendix, Figure 5.A.1). Analysis of one hundred SEM images of the helices shows self-assemblies with surprisingly uniform helix diameters of 624 ± 69 nm and lengths ranging from 2-40 \(\mu\)m. These structures are significantly larger than the traditional types of block copolymer micellar structures even though the polymer is of a relatively low molecular weight (4371 g/mol). In addition, the helices are regular with a pitch of 429 ± 105 nm. Perhaps most remarkably, while the base polymer is achiral, the giant super helices are homochiral, with all helices having left-handed symmetry. An image gallery of 15 helices is presented in the appendix (Figure 5.A.5).
Figure 5.1. The sheet structures formed from the diblock copolyperptoid $p\text{Npe}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15}$ Assembly occurs after 24 hours in an aqueous solution at pH=6.8. Scanning electron microscopy (a) and atomic force microscopy (b) were used to observe these structures. AFM analysis determined the thickness of the sheets to be $7.8 \pm 0.53$ nm.
Figure 5.2. A model of the proposed self assembly process.
The green represents the hydrophobic portion of the chain while the red represents the hydrophilic block. The chains initially crystallize with the aromatic groups facing each other (a). This spacing (1.66 nm) along with the distance between two chains laterally (4.8 Å) are verified in x-ray scattering. The chains further arrange into 2-dimensional sheets (b) with a height of 7.8 nm as verified by AFM and x-ray scattering. The sheets are layered within the helices as evidenced by lamellar x-ray scattering. The exact mechanism for the assembly of super helices from the sheets is difficult to ascertain due to the lack of observed intermediate structures.
Figure 5.3. Helix formation of $p$Npe$_{15}$Nce$_{15}$

Helix formation from $p$Npe$_{15}$Nce$_{15}$ occurs after 3-7 days in aqueous solution at a pH of 6.8. The helices are 624 ± 69 nm in diameter (the histogram is shown in b) and range from 2-40 µm in length. They can be seen in TEM (a), AFM (c) or SEM (c). A zoomed out image (c) shows the abundance of the structures within one sample.
Figure 5.4. SAXS pattern of giant super helices.
Synchrotron x-ray scattering was performed on an evaporated helix sample to investigate the internal ordering. The dotted line here represents $pNpe_{15}Nce_{15}$ while the solid line is $pNpe_{20}Nce_{20}$. The peaks marked $q^*$, $2q^*$, and $3q^*$ indicate a lamellar stacking with a d spacing of 7.8 nm, very similar to the thickness of the sheets. The peaks marked 2 and 3 are crystalline peaks at d spacings of 1.66 nm and 4.8 Å respectively and are hypothesized to be intrachain packing as modeled in Figure 5.1.
**Internal Structure**

The regularity of the super helix structure as seen in microscopy is indicative of internal ordering on the nanometer scale. Synchrotron x-ray scattering was used to probe this internal ordering. As shown through X-ray diffraction, repeat integer peaks starting at $q^* = 0.79 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ (labeled peak 1 on the solid curve in Figure 5.4) indicate an internal lamellar spacing within the helices with a d-spacing of 7.8 nm. This lamellar spacing closely matches the measured height of the sheets by AFM (Figure 5.1b). From this similarity it is hypothesized that these sheets are stacked within the helices creating the lamellar peaks in x-ray scattering. However, due to the lack of observation of intermediate structures, it is difficult to understand how the sheets transition from single sheets into helical stacks. In addition, there are also peaks at $q = 3.7 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ and $12.8 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ which correspond to d-spacings of 1.66 nm and 4.8 Å (labeled peaks 2 and 3 respectively in Figure 5.4). These peaks are attributed to crystalline packing between chains (Figure 5.2a). The 1.66 nm dimension corresponds to the distance between two chains packed inside the supramolecular helix (sidechain crystallinity) with the 2-phenethyl groups are facing each in other in what is most likely an edge to face orientation as seen in Figure 5.2a. The 4.8 Å dimension corresponds to the neighboring intrachain distance as shown in Figure 1.2b. Partial alignment achieved through centrifugal evaporation results in an anisotropic 2D scattering pattern (Figure 5.4, inset). Importantly, the crystalline peaks are perpendicular to the lamellar peaks (the arc at the lowest q) as would be expected from the model in Figure 5.2. Due to the presence of multiple grains and the twisting of the helix, both the crystalline peaks are seen in the meridional direction even though in any individual sheet they are perpendicular to each other. This scattering pattern is similar to that observed in amyloid fibrils$^{35-37}$ and helices formed from amyloid beta peptide fragments$^{38}$ where the meridional peaks are cited as evidence of a cross-β structure. It should be noted that the above data is exclusively of samples made by evaporating helices in solution to form a powder for diffraction studies. However, X-ray scattering from helices suspended in solution produced identical results and is presented in the supplemental information (Figure 5.A.4).

To further confirm the assignment of the lamellar and intramolecular crystalline peaks, specific chemical modifications were made to both the main chain and the sidechain lengths of the polymer. The resulting changes in the x-ray scattering peaks were used to verify the origin of the peaks. Firstly, the overall length of the polymer was increased from 15 monomers of each block to 20 monomers of each block forming $p \text{Npe}_{20} \text{Nce}_{20}$. This had the effect of decreasing the q-value for the primary peak, $q^*$, from 0.79 nm$^{-1}$ to 0.59 nm$^{-1}$, demonstrating an increase in the lamellar spacing by 2.64 nm (Figure 5.4, dotted line).
Helices composed of \( p\text{Npe}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \) (solid), \( p\text{Nb}_n\text{Nce}_{15} \) (perforated) and \( p\text{Npp}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \) (dashed) show several length scales of ordering in SAXS. The lamellar peaks at \( d=7.8 \) nm remain in each sample. However, in the \( p\text{Nbn}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \) sample, the crystalline peaks have shifted to higher \( q \) indicating a smaller spacing. The shift in the peak originally at \( q=3.7 \) nm\(^{-1}\) has now shifted to \( q=4.48 \) nm\(^{-1}\) which corresponds to two C-C bonds. The peak originally at \( q=12.8 \) nm\(^{-1}\) has shifted to \( q=13.6 \) nm\(^{-1}\). It is not clear where the size of this shift originates.
This was corroborated by AFM analysis showing the thickness of the sheets formed by the \( p\text{Npe}_{20}\text{Nce}_{20} \) to be 9.8 nm. The scattering and AFM confirmed that the lamellar \( q^* \), \( 2q^* \), and \( 3q^* \) peaks do stem from polymer chains extended in the lengthwise direction and also that these lamellar peaks are linked to the sheet thickness. As predicted by the model in Figure 1.2 the location of the crystalline peaks between sidechains (peaks 2 and 3 in Figure 5.4) was not altered by this chemical modification since they stem only from the packing of the side chains, which have not been changed in this case.

Additional chemical modifications were made to investigate the higher \( q \) peaks attributed to intrachain packing. The length of the 2-phenylethyl side chain was shortened by 1 methylene unit to create \( N-(\text{benzyl})\text{glycine}-b-N-(2\text{-carboxyethyl})\text{glycine} \) (\( p\text{Nbn}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \), Table 5.2). This molecule also forms a super helix when self assembled in aqueous solution. The peak which originally corresponded to a \( d \)-spacing of 1.66 nm shifts to reflect a \( d \)-spacing of 1.37 nm, resulting in a difference of 2.9 Å. This is reasonable given a C-C bond length of 1.54 Å and a crystalline arrangement with the phenyl groups facing each other such that a one carbon change in the side chain linkage actually results in a distance decrease of two carbon-carbon bonds (Figure 5.2). The peak originally corresponding to 4.8 Å spacing shifts to a \( d \)-spacing of 4.5 Å. This peak, as shown in Figure 1.2 does not depend directly on side chain length so it is likely that with a smaller side chain, the backbones can simply pack slightly closer together. The length of the phenyl side chain was also increased by 1 methylene unit to form \( N-(3\text{-phenylpropyl})\text{glycine}-b-N-(2\text{-carboxyethyl})\text{glycine} \) (\( p\text{Npp}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \), Table 5.2), which also formed superhelices. However, in this case the side chain crystalline peaks disappear indicating that crystallization is not present within the helices. The longer side chains are more flexible and therefore more difficult to crystallize. This is corroborated by differential scanning calorimetry data (supplemental information, Figure 5.A.5) indicating that the \( N-(3\text{-phenylpropyl})\text{glycine} \) homopolymer does not crystallize in the solid state whereas the 2-phenethyl homopolymer does\(^{21} \). Crystallization of the hydrophobic block is therefore not an essential factor in the overall formation of the super helices.

Simply using chemical modifications can only give indirect evidence of the atomic structure within the helix. To gain further insight into the details of the atomic order in the hydrophobic block, a model compound was synthesized and crystallized. Because symmetric cycloalkanes and \( N \)-methylated cyclic dipeptides have been shown to readily crystallize\(^{39,40} \), we prepared a cyclic dipeptoid, 1,4-bis-(2-phenethyl)-piperazine-2,5-dione, that displays the same \( N-2\text{-phenethyl} \) sidechain groups present in the diblock. It is hypothesized that cyclized dipeptoids could serve as a model system to gain insight into the packing of these sidechains within a larger structure. A single crystal of a cyclic \( N-2\text{-phenethyl} \) dipeptoid, as shown in Figure 5.6, was synthesized and its atomic structure solved by x-ray crystallography as a comparison to \( p\text{Npe}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \). The packing arrangement of the cyclic \( N-2\text{-phenethyl} \) dipeptoid is useful for understanding the hydrophobic domain in the \( p\text{Npe}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \) super helices. The phenethyl groups are aligned with one another in a staggered edge-to-face conformation to form a plane (Figure 5.6). Lamellar stacks of these planes result in aromatic faces pointing directly toward each other. The spacings observed from the x-ray scattering of the \( p\text{Npe}_{15}\text{Nce}_{15} \) helices (1.66 nm and 4.8 Å, respectively, Figure 5.4) match the dimensions shown in the diketopiperazine crystal structure corresponding to the sidechain and main chain packing distances (1.64 nm and 4.7 Å, respectively, Figure 5.7a). Similarly, the spacings observed from the x-ray scattering of the
Figure 5.6. Crystal structure of a model cyclic dipeptoid 1,4-bis-(2-phenethyl)-piperazine-2,5-dione
The crystal structure shows the packing geometry of the 2-phenylethyl groups. Green represents carbon atoms, blue represents nitrogen, red represents oxygen, and white represents hydrogen. The dimensions shown match those seen in x-ray scattering of a super helix.
$pNbn_{15}Nce_{15}$ helices (1.37 nm and 4.5 Å, respectively, Figure 5.5) match the side chain packing and the backbone (central ring) spacing dimensions shown in the previously reported\textsuperscript{41} crystal structure of a 1,4-dibenzyl-piperazine-2,5-dione (1.34 nm and 4.5 Å, respectively). This is consistent with the shortening of the sidechain by one methylene unit. The agreement of these structures with the x-ray scattering data for both the N-2-phenethyl and N-benzyl structures strongly supports the model proposed for the chain conformation within the lamellar stacks of the super helix (Figure 5.3).

**Ionic interactions**

The interplay of ionic interactions and hydrogen bonding of the carboxyethyl groups is clearly central to the self-assembly of the superhelices involving many discrete molecules. These interactions can be exactly varied via sidechain chemistry, solution interactions and sequence control in the synthesis of the polypeptoids. Charge density and distribution were varied using the pH of the solution as well as side chain substitutions. Helix formation occurred in the buffered region of the molecule where between 1/2 and 2/3 of the carboxylates are charged (titration curve is shown in the supplemental information, Figure 5.A.3). It is important to note that if the self-assembly is carried out at a pH greater than 9.5, helices do not form. In fact, the sheet structures persist due to the high level of deprotonation of the carboxylic acids and the resulting electrostatic repulsion. At a pH less than 5.5, the molecule is not soluble and no organized self assembly occurs. Therefore, some intermediate level of charge was necessary for super helix self assembly. Further study of the dependence of charge location on the formation of super helices was performed by substituting a non-chargeable monomer of similar hydrophilicity, N-(methoxyethyl)glycine at particular locations along the hydrophilic block, as shown in Figure 5.7. Given a fixed number of charges, the location of the charges does not affect helix formation. To investigate whether hydrogen bonding alone is sufficient to cause super helix formation, a hydrogen bonding, but non ionic, side chain, N-(3-aminopropionamide)glycine was used for the hydrophilic block ($pNpe_{15}Nbm_{15}$, Table 5.2). This sequence does not self-assemble into organized structures demonstrating that ionic interactions are indeed necessary for helix self-assembly to occur.

**Chirality**

Chirality is a ubiquitous presence in biological molecules resulting from the inherent chirality of the molecular building blocks (amino acids and nucleotides). In this study, the component polymers that make up the giant super helices are completely achiral, making the resulting supramolecular homochirality an unusual and fascinating result. There are no chiral materials present in the self-assembly solutions and yet, without exception all of the helices observed (hundreds) were left handed (see the Appendix for an image gallery, Figure 5.A.5). In previous examples of giant helices from block copolymers, the chirality has come from the molecular chirality of the polymer which is not present in this case. Additionally any chiral superstructures resulting from achiral building blocks were a racemic mixture or influenced in a mechanical manner such as stirring. While the authors of this paper know of no other examples of homochiral superstructures resulting from achiral building blocks without external stimulation, supramolecular chirality can be affected by very subtle influences as evidenced by the significant body of research on the “soldiers and sergeants theory”. It has been shown that the introduction of a small number of chiral groups can cause an otherwise achiral entity to behave in a homochiral manor. One example of this is benzene tricarboxamide molecules which self
Figure 5.7. Sequences with varying locations of charges.
A set of closely related sequences was designed to pin the chargeable groups at specific locations. The hydrophobic portion of the molecule was held constant while the hydrophilic block was altered. The solid circles represent 2-methoxyethyl sidechains which have a similar hydrophilicity to the carboxyethyl sidechains (open circles) but cannot be charged.
assemble into chiral columnar stacks. A very small excess of a chiral sidechain on one of the benzene groups can tip the self assembly such that a homochiral columnar stack results.

Keeping the soldiers and sergeants principle in mind several analogs of the parent molecule were synthesized. Chiral groups were introduced at particular locations in an attempt to influence the supramolecular homochirality. It was thought that perhaps a chiral contaminant had been unknowingly introduced to the system and by intentionally inserting a "sergeant" the chirality could be controlled and thus understood. Initially, a single chiral side chain was inserted at the interface of the two blocks. N-((R)-(+)1-Phenylethyl)glycine (Nrpe) and N-((S)-(−)1-Phenylethyl)glycine (Nspe) were chosen for their similarity to Npe. The molecules created, (pNpe14Nrpe1Nce15 and pNpe14Nspe1Nce15, Table 2 both formed left handed super helices. Hypothesizing that perhaps one chiral group was not powerful enough to affect the overall structure, the entire Npe block was replaced with either Nspe (pNspe15Nce15) or Nrpe (pNrpe15Nce15) (see Table 5.1). Again, both of the resulting molecules formed identical left handed helix structures. In addition the molecule was synthesized in the reverse order, such that the N-terminus and C-terminus were reversed (pNce15Npe15, Table 5.2). The reasoning here was that perhaps the end groups were providing a source of asymmetry. However, left handed helix structures again assembled. Finally, rather than using an achiral counterion (NaOH) to adjust pH, α-methyl benzyl amine was used, again resulting in left handed helices. The homochirality has proved remarkably robust as none of these approaches changed the overall super helix chirality. It has been hypothesized that surface effects could account for the homochirality. However, self-assembly has occurred in different container types indicating that surface probably does not play a large role in the self-assembly. As expected, circular dichroism (Appendix, Figure 5.A.7) has shown no optical rotation of light demonstrating that the chirality is not on molecular length scale. The shape of the molecule is another potential source of asymmetry and neutron scattering is being pursued as a future experiment to test this possibility. The last possibility is the presence of unequal surface stresses on the lamellae as they form. This has previously been shown to cause preferential bending of the lamellae in one direction of the other. It is not clear in this case what would cause unequal surface stresses although they cannot be ruled out as a potential chirality inducer.

5.4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a remarkable homochiral biomimetic structure has been discovered resulting from the self-assembly of an amphiphilic partially charged diblock copolypeptoid. The hierarchical internal ordering of the assemblies has been characterized in detail using x-ray scattering coupled with precise chemical modifications. The crystal structure of a small model molecule supports the model of self assembly. While the origin of the homochirality of these structures remains a mystery, it is clear that the interplay of hydrophobic and electrostatic forces is crucial to the formation of such a complex structure.
5.5. Appendix

Quantification of self assembly, the titration curve for \( pNpe_{15}Nce_{15} \), a comparison of x-ray scattering in the solid state and in solution, differential scanning calorimetry data highlighting the crystallization differences between \( pNpe_{15} \) and \( pNpp_{15} \) in the solid state, an image gallery display the left-handedness of all super helices, and circular dichroism showing no optical rotation of light

5.5.1. Quantification of self-assembly

![Figure 5.A.1. Self assembly quantification.](image)

The HPLC traces of a one week old self assembly solution before filtering and after filtering. After filtering, the area of the peak in HPLC has shrunk by 83% indicating that 83% of the peptoid material was participating in a self assembled structure larger than 100K which would be true of any sheets or helices.

To assess the amount of material taking part in self-assembled structures, a 100K Pall centrifugal filter was used. After 1 week a self-assembly solution was divided in half with one half going through the Pall filter and one half remaining unfiltered. The two samples were then put through the analytical HPLC. As Figure 5.A.1 shows, after filtering a large amount of material was removed from the sample indicating that it is part of aggregates larger than 100K.
5.5.2. Titration

Sodium hydroxide was added in a drip wise fashion while the solution was being stirred using a magnetic stir bar and plate. The pH was continually read using a Fisher Scientific AB15 pH meter. The titration curve is shown in Figure 5.A.2 with the x-axis converted to molar equivalents of OH- groups per carboxylic acid group. A plateau appears at pH 6.5 when 0.5 equivalents of NaOH have been added. This is followed by a sharp increase in pH starting around 1.0 equivalents. This increase indicates that 100% of the carboxylic acid groups are deprotonated and any additional NaOH simply raises the pH of the solution. The self-assembly solutions are mixed at pH =6.5 using 0.5 equivalents of sodium hydroxide.

Figure 5.A.2. Titration curve.
The titration curve above was produced by dripping sodium hydroxide into a solution of $pNpe_{13}Nce_{15}$ while stirring continuously.
5.5.3. X-ray Scattering

X-ray scattering was performed on both solid and liquid samples. The solid samples were obtained by taking a self-assembly solution and evaporating the liquid. This solid sample was then placed in the x-ray beam. For a liquid sample, the self-assembly solution was concentrated 10x by evaporating the liquid and then drawn up into a capillary sample tube for shooting. The two methods for scattering gave qualitatively the same results, but the liquid sample scattering was much weaker and it was harder to identify peaks. Therefore all data in the main body of this report is on solid samples.

![Solid SAXS matches liquid SAXS.](image)

**Figure 5.A.3. Solid SAXS matches liquid SAXS.**
X-ray scattering on a liquid (dotted line) and solid (solid line) sample. The peaks qualitatively are the same although the liquid sample is far weaker.
5.5.4. Crystallization of \( pNpp_{15} \)

The self assembled super helix resulting from a diblock of \( pNpp_{15}Nce_{15} \) was found not to have any internal crystal structure. The x-ray scattering trace for this structure is shown in the main body of this publication. It is hypothesized that the longer side chain length of the phenylpropyl group prevents the molecule from crystallizing. Differential Scanning Calorimetry data supports this hypothesis. The traces for the homopolymers of phenylpropyl, \( pNpp_{15} \) and phenethyl, \( pNpe_{15} \) show very different melting behavior (Figure 5.A.4). \( pNpe_{15} \) has a clear melting and crystallization transition while \( pNpp_{15} \) shows no melting transition before degradation around 250ºC. This lack of crystallization in the solid state seems to be repeated in the solution state assembly as evidenced by the lack of intrachain crystallization peaks within the x-ray scattering patterns for the super helix structure. Interestingly, this lack of crystallization does not seem to inhibit helix formation.

**Figure 5.A.4. Crystallization of \( pNpp_{15} \).**

A DSC of both \( pNpe_{15} \) and \( pNpp_{15} \) demonstrating the lack of crystallization in the case of \( pNpp_{15} \)
5.5.6. Image Gallery

The image gallery below shows 15 helices aligned in a vertical direction such that it is possible to see their handedness. All of the helices are left handed, meaning that the pitch is tilted up and to the left in the images.

Figure 5.A.5. The image gallery of helices
5.5.7. Circular Dichroism

Circular dichroism was performed on a 300 μM solution to confirm the lack of chirality on a molecular level. As expected no rotation of light was seen, indicating a lack of molecular chirality.

Figure 5.A.6. Circular dichroism spectra of a 300 μM solution of helices. There is no molecular chirality as evidenced by the absence of optical rotation of light.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Outlook

Self-assembly of biomimetic macromolecules holds promise in the area of hierarchical nanostructures for applications such as templating inorganic materials, synthetic catalysis, or scaffolds for cell growth. The many different monomers present in these types of systems as well as the complex interactions between those monomers leads to correspondingly complex self-assembly behavior. Understanding and predicting this assembly requires a thorough understanding of the underlying polymer physics behavior of such macromolecules.

In this work a simplified biomimetic polymer system, specifically polypeptoids, has been studied in order to further develop the understanding of sequence specific self assembly. This work has investigated the persistence length of polypeptoids and how changes both in secondary structure (Chapter 2) and ionic groups (Chapter 3) can affect the persistence length. In Chapter 4, the transition of a polypeptoid chain containing only two types of monomers (hydrophobic and polar) from coil to globule was investigated and it was shown that the sequence of the monomers has a large affect on how the collapse behavior of the chain. Finally, in Chapter 5, an amphiphilic diblock copolypeptoid was shown to assemble into a super helix with ordering on many length scales ranging from angstroms up to the micron scale.

While this work provides a solid understanding of chain conformation for these biomimetic molecules there is much to do in order to fully understand self assembly of sequence specific molecules. For example, the driving forces for assembly into large super structures such as the super helix presented in Chapter 5 are still not completely understood. Further work on understanding the intermediate structures that make up the super structure may provide insight into the driving force for the assembly. In addition, while the superhelix is not immediately applicable for any function, the ability to design hierarchical materials could be very advantageous for mechanically robust materials (nacre, bone mimicking materials, etc) and it may be possible to use some of the same strategies shown here to develop these more functional materials.

This work has also provided a platform from which we can progress towards artificial folded structures. Here, the relatively simple coil to globule transitions were demonstrated, but further work on specific interactions will hopefully lead to more unique, well folded structures. For example, rather than using many non-specific and weakly hydrophobic groups to drive collapse, one could envision using fewer, stronger, and more specific hydrophobes such as phenyl groups to create targeted interactions for the molecule. This tactic might allow the repeatable folding of unique structures rather than the featureless globules seen here. Using known secondary structure motifs for polypeptoids such as alpha helices and beta-sheets will hopefully allow the development of tertiary structures that incorporate multiple functionalities. This will open up new frontiers in developing functional biomimetic materials as well as provide new insight into protein folding processes that can be used to aid in the prediction and development of polypeptides for particular functions.